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Mary Magdalene’s Life Story & Diary 

 

1st Century Person Mary Magdalene (Miriam of Magdala) 

Modern Person Mary Suzanne Luck 

Location Written Wilkesdale, Queensland, Australia 

Date/Time 21st December 2012, 1.40pm 

Title Decision To Share Family Interactions Publicly 

 

I have been estranged from my family for some years.  
 

I made the decision to not have contact with them after each of them took actions to convey 
their anger at my new life choices, and their investment in my living a life other than the one 
that I have chosen. 

 
I believe that my decision was reasonable.  

 
 

Brief History 
 

Here is a brief history of how I came to this decision: 
 
My parents knew AJ. They invited him to give talks in their home. They socialised with him and 

he stayed in their home on a number of weekends before I met him. They wanted me to meet 
him. 

 
I met him. I liked him and my parent’s attitudes, beliefs and behaviour towards AJ changed 
almost immediately. Suddenly he was someone who couldn’t be trusted and when I disagreed 

with this viewpoint they became angry and my father accused me of not listening to them. 
 

When I made the decision to be with AJ more permanently both of my parents launched very 
forceful protests and even though I stated calmly that I felt that they should allow me to make 

my own choices and explore my own path, they have continued to feel justified in arguing with 
me and being verbally abusive and derisive towards my partner.  
 

I have made it clear to them that this behaviour is not acceptable to me and that I won’t have 
them in my life while they continue to justify acting in these ways.  

 
They have over the years attempted to contact me but on each occasion have demonstrated 
that they wish to completely ignore their past abusive conduct and to state platitudes of love 

and most recently to try to control what I actually say back to them. E.g. They have told me to 
“respond with only yes or no answers” 

 
I consistently respond with what the issues are for me in their past and current behaviour when 
I speak with them. They either ignore my communications or resort to character attacks of 

myself and of AJ or to childish responses such as “Blah, blah, blah”! 
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Even now I’m still shocked at their behaviour. I never thought it would be possible for my own 
family to engage in such manipulative and abusive words and actions. 

 
***** 

 
Initially, I did try very hard to show my family that my experiences of Divine Truth and of AJ 

were vastly different from what they were saying but I believe that they were in states of fear or 
embarrassment (E.g. They said; “What will we tell people that you do now?”, or; "What if you 
get killed?", or; "Everyone will attack you!") and that their investment in me remaining in the 

same kind of family dynamics with them clouded their ability to reason logically and without 
abusive attack about my experience. 

 
I was not happy to see them on terms which included their continued and active rage with my 
partner and severe judgement and ridicule of my life choices. They told me I was throwing my 

life away”. I decided that it was not up to me to make them change their ideas and that the only 
thing I could do if I were to love myself and honour my partner was to cease my contact with 

them. I did not feel that we were deserving of the rage and judgement dished out to us from my 
family. Over time there has been no change in their feelings and they even justify their unloving 
decisions consistently. So I believe I made a decision that anyone with any level of self-respect 

and respect for their partner, would make. 
 

AJ and I enjoy relationships with his immediate and extended family. They do not attack or 
belittle us as my family have done. 
 

**** 
 

Sadly though, many people still hold the belief that ‘where there is smoke there is fire’ and, 
since my relationship with my family did break down after I met AJ, I have found that there is 
often the assumption made that this fracture was somehow the result of him, or due to his own 

behaviour in some way. Nothing could be further from the truth. My experience is that my 
meeting AJ, and my decision to be with him, actually just uncovered many issues in our family 

dynamic that had previously existed but which I had never challenged.  
 
It’s true that since our meeting I have changed, but only in that I have reignited my desire for 

truth and growth in a much stronger way, and that caused me to become more direct with my 
family immediately.  

 
My decision to cease contact with my family has only ever hinged around one very important 
point. My family believe it is acceptable to verbally abuse both AJ and I, they believe that I have 

become a “dogmatic” “manipulated” woman (a bit of a contradiction), and that AJ is a “demon” 
and master manipulator. I have always had a ‘live and let live’ attitude and I firmly told my 

family on many occasions after meeting AJ that I had no expectation whatsoever that they 
come to share my beliefs. However, I have informed them that I feel their beliefs about AJ are 

completely wrong, and that I am in the best position to judge that based on the fact that I have 
had constant time with him for a period of over 4 years now. I have only ever made protest, and 
then decisions, based on their attempts to bully me via their verbal attacks and judgement, into 

changing my own beliefs and lifestyle. 
 

 
**** 
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I have recently become tired of my parents and my brother making false claims about what has 
occurred in my relationship with them, casting all kinds of innuendo about AJ and I into their 

personal relationships with others and generally making out that AJ is a horrible human being. 
 

Since they have involved others in their opinions and my brother in particular has been very 
public in his abuse of truth and slander of us, I have now decided to make all of my email 

communications with my family public here on our website.  
 
I am happy for people to make up their own minds about what has occurred based on actual 

transcripts rather than having to rely on very biased and untruthful recounting of events by my 
family, other parties who are either influenced by my family, or who just make up lies about us 

on the internet, and the media or other public forums.  
 
It was never my desire to have my family relationships a part of the public sphere - more out of 

respect for their privacy than my own. I do live a very transparent life but I know that they have 
fears and anger about their lives becoming public. However each of them have said and done 

things which have spread untruth about AJ and I publicly and privately. They have added to the 
mistrust of us and in some cases even encouraged others to attack or criticise us (my brother on 
a yahoo internet forum is an example of this).  

 
In part, my hesitancy to speak up has also been for fear of their continued or increased anger 

with me and my partner. But I have in fact received anger from other family members and 
members of the public as a result of their actions. I now feel it is time to allow people to be 
more properly informed about events that have transpired and decide their response based on 

this, rather than on biased and untruthful accounts.  
 

The media has also cast aspersions about my lack of contact with my family and since I have 
never spoken openly about exactly how my parents and brother have treated me I realised that 
I have been allowing a single sided story to be told or assumed. 

 
I now feel that the only way to combat the level of falsehood that has been spread is to be more 

open about this issue, so in future I will also be speaking more openly about this topic when 
asked. 
 

Mary  
 

PS: The following pages are a record of my interactions with my family. As any reasonable 
person can see, they have been very unreasonable, abusive, and attacking, towards both myself 
and AJ. Other interactions have occurred by phone and in person which have been even more 

abusive and inconsiderate. My father has also told me that my brother's attacking actions and 
public abuse of me and my partner is a "loving" act. I feel this comment alone demonstrates 

how grossly distorted my family's concept of "love" actually is. Their constant conduct in this 
matter, which they maintain is "loving", reinforces to me that I never wish to accept my family's 

concept of "love" again. 
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Email Record 1 (Commencing 20081205) 
 
5 December 2008 18:39 

Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com> 
To: Mum and Dad <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Cc: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 

Bcc: AJ aj@divinetruth.com 
Subject: Hi Guys 

 
Hi Ma and Pa, 

  
Just been thinking alot lately and wanted to put a few things down in words. I've been feeling 
pretty upset since our last meeting thinking that you guys really didn't want to hear about how I 

am feeling from now on and the belief that you have that I am being controlled by AJ. It was 
good to talk to you Dad during the week because I felt that you were feeling like you wanted to 

hear from me and I felt you were less stressed and angry about AJ. I felt reassured that you 
would like to keep our relationship open and communicative. 
  

There is something else that I need to discuss with you both. I have been reminded lately of the 
situation I was in with Houssam - where his family didn't like me and had no desire to even 

know me. I remember being left at home when Houssam went off to see his family and on 
special occasions where he would be invited and I would not. I remember how I felt when they 
didn't want to know me and how he never said anything to them about this. I felt hurt and 

devalued. What hurt the most was not how his family felt about me but the fact that I didn't 
seem to matter enough to HIM for him to say anything. 

  
AJ is important to me and I want to show him my love and respect. I know that you both still 
have strong negative feelings about him (unless something has changed since we last spoke). I 

feel that while you still dislike (or even hate) AJ this will be apparent when you are around him. 
This will hurt him and me - since I believe he is a very loving, gentle and honest person. If I 

choose to see you without him I feel that this not only lacks integrity but also I would like to 
share special times (like Christmas, birthdays and new years) with him. 
  

Since I have chosen to be with AJ as my boyfriend I feel that that demonstrates how important 
he is to me. I feel that if I see you at Christmas when I know he is not welcome I am tacitly 

saying that I am OK with excluding him from special times in my life. I don't think that would be 
loving of me. 
  

I wish to live in honesty and integrity with all people - I believe that these are some of the 
qualities of love. AJ and I still have many things to work through and I am still finding my own 

truth about who I am but this issue seems very clear now. 
  
Our relationship is so very important to me and I love you both so much. I hope that you can 

understand that not speaking about this issue would feel like I am compromising love. 
  

Sending love from the bottom of my heart 
  

Mary 
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8 December 2008 13:23 

Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com>  
To: maryluck@gmail.com 

Cc: joshluck@gmail.com, hosway@gmail.com 
Subject: Hi Guys 

 
Dearest Mary, 
 

We received your email Friday night and I have tried several times since to answer it.  I have 
been feeling lots of pain over it, and have been unsure of what I wish to express to you.  Today 

I feel I have some clarity, so here goes. 
 
First of all, since you appear to have made a relationship commitment to AJ, at this stage I 

would say to feel free to bring AJ with you at any time you wish to come home.  We are not “in 
love” with him (“hate” has never been projected from us at any stage) but we can honour him 

as a fellow human being.  We do not believe what he believes, as long as he is ok with that, as 
Houssam appeared to be when in our home, its ok with us.  Dad and I have discussed this, and 
agree that is how we feel now. 

 
You have chosen to take this path on your journey, and I do not feel I can come with you along 

it, so this looks like being one of those “spaces in our togetherness” that Gibran spoke about.  I 
know I have always told you to follow your heart, and I continue to do so.  I am hoping this is a 
heart decision on your part. 

 
I know my pain comes from my fear of losing you – as you and I joked at the Friday group once, 

“my preciousssss”, but when I listen to my heart, I realize that I can never lose you.  My love 
for you is utter and eternal, and I know that is true from you as well. You are always with me. 
 

I asked you to stop sharing your deepest feelings with me as I felt that I was literally drowning, 
trying to deal with my own emotions as well, and I do feel stronger after having given myself a 

bit of time. I did not wish to hurt you, just to honour my own need.  Perhaps all parents feel the 
gut-wrench every time their child is hurting – I just know I do and they are very intense 
sometimes.  This has been an exceptionally intense twelve months.  As you have assured me, 

you have had lots of life experience and are not being influenced by anyone, so I felt that you 
had the maturity to handle some of this on your own.  “Cut the umbilical cord”  I think were 

your words. 
 
It is always my deep desire to have you in my life and to have you share your life with me, it is 

one of the biggest joys I have known.  
 

I also wish to live in honesty and integrity, and to let love guide my steps along the way. 
 

Regarding Christmas, AJ is welcome to join us if you still wish to be here.  As I have told you 
previously, I am rostered on to work 7am to 3pm Xmas Day, then 3pm till 11 on Boxing Day.  
Kris rang over the weekend to ask if they could join us Xmas afternoon and night, so her and Bill 

and Leticia will be here for that time as well.  As you know we have plenty of room and beds, 
and we are looking forward to having some fun.  We will have a tree and pressies, and a hot 

meal Xmas night, that’s the plan for now anyway. 
 
I love you with every atom of my being, and I hope to still have you in my life. 

 
Mum. 
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Hello my dearest Mary, 

 
I have just read Mums letter and concur with all she has had to say .For myself I would also like 

to say that for me the biggest problem I have had through this whole thing is the conflict I have 
felt in relation to losing you or losing my soul..I have come to the conclusion that ultimately all I 

have is my soul and I pray that I don’t have to lose you as a consequence.As I am sure you 
know you are  a most beautiful part of my life and I  would not know how  not to love you. 
 

 
Whilst aj is with you he is welcome in our home, but as you yourself said it is our home and I 

would really appreciate it if he could refrain from sharing his religious beliefs with us. I am 
aware that this may sound a bit harsh but I don’t know how else I can put it. 
 

Please believe me when I say we have done an incredible amount of soul searching about this 
and there have been times when I have felt completely lost and at the end of my tether. I really 

don’t know where else to turn. 
 
All I really know is that I love you and that if  I stay in love that all will resolve itself as a 

grander plan evolves. I am looking at it as a step on the way to something far greater than all of 
us. It is an incredible test of my personal faith. 

 
So Mary I hope you can accept our words and understand that they come from love. Ultimatly I 
know we are all very small players on our own profoundly important journeys. 

 
I do miss you so much and the level of sharing we have enjoyed as father and daughter. I have 

always considered you as one of my dearest friends as well as the most beautiful daughter a 
man could ever wish for. I know I have not been a perfect father but feel at the same time that 
I have done a pretty good job. 

 
Love you always Mary you are always in my heart. 

 
Dad 
 

 
14 December 2008 17:50 

Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>  
To: Mum and Dad <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Hi Mum and Dad, 

Subject: Hi Guys 
 

I want to respond to what you have said to me. I really can't understand why you feel that this 
needs to be a 'space in our togetherness'? Unless togetherness to you means believing and 

doing the same things. I don't understand and haven't ever understood why you and Dad can't 
just hear what is happening with me and be there and share from a space that doesn't want me 
to do something else. Surely this is being adults together - sharing our ideas, respecting and 

even growing from our differences.  
 

When I said to you recently that maybe it was time to cut the umbilical cord I was responding to 
you saying that it wasn't just my life that I was effecting with my relationship with AJ - you said 
it was yours too. Since AJ is my partner, who I will share my dreams, days and plans with I 

don't understand how that is YOUR life. I can tell you are angry about that comment and I don't 
understand why.  
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I have felt and do feel I am dealing with situation on my own and there have been many 

occasions when you have said you felt helpless - not knowing how to help me with my pain - my 
answer has been and still is - I don't want you to fix my pain or take it away. Since it is my 

emotions - and my emotions are who I am - I simply want to be able to share this with you. The 
pain you feel when I am hurting is your pain. 

 
I am passing through a time where I realise I compromise my desires in alot, if not all of my 
relationships, and I rarely tell the whole truth. It is something I want to stop immediately. So I 

will tell you exactly how I feel from now on. I don't expect either of you will like it but I feel that 
I would like to hear the truth from all people so I need to start telling it also. 

 
Right now I can see that I have spent alot of time helping you both to feel like good parents. I 
have never criticized either of you, or disagreed forcefully. What hurts me now is that you are 

both so defensive about ME implying that you have somehow not done a good job as parents. 
Something I have NEVER done. In fact on the 2 occasions when I have raised issues from 

childhood with you I have prefixed it with the statement (which I continue to believe) that you 
are both GOOD parents. And yet you have both been angry and defensive. I feel I have been 
loving myself and you by bringing up things for healing and you have repayed me with anger 

and shut downs.  
 

Now Dad you are implying that you will somehow loose your SOUL!!! through these issues. I 
find this absolutely ridiculous. I am simply following my heart and my dream to grow as a 
person. That your soul would somehow be in jeopardy by supporting your daughter to find her 

own path. By loving her enough to find her own truth and allowing her differences - something 
that I would have said is actually a LOVING action. I feel quite hurt that you feel my actions are 

effecting your soul?!?! 
 
You both introduced me to AJ and Dad he was someone very important to you for a time. Now 

you have expressed to me just how much you don't trust him and Dad you have even said he is 
evil. I find it hard to see how this can be. You have both been talking and studying Love for so 

long.  This doesn't feel like the love you were talking about. 
  
I appreciate that you have both spent alot of time soul searching on this issue but since neither 

of you seem to have changed how you feel about AJ I really don't see HOW you won't be putting 
those feelings onto him at Christmas. I also do not expect to have to brief my guest about 

appropriate dinner conversation. Its controlling and limiting. To say that you both underestimate 
AJ is putting it mildly.  
  

I find it ludicrous that we have reached the point where you are both putting you fear, anger 
and heartache onto me and onto the man that YOU BOTH once said you loved and desperately 

wanted me to meet. I am following my heart and I HAVE been loving towards you - what I have 
had in return is the accusation that I am being controlled and manipulated and that my life is 

somehow over - all because I am willing to look at my emotions. 
 
I do not cast aspersions on the way that you live your life. 

 
I feel quite upset about it all, indignant and unloved. I have always displayed and felt for you 

both the upmost respect and care and I do not understand why you feel you are justified in 
treating me and AJ this way. You both labour under this false belief that AJ somehow wants to 
'destroy' this family when I KNOW he feels the exact opposite. You have both been mean and 

condescending towards someone who has integrity and courage to speak his truth. You don't 
respect him, you have both told me as much.  
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I feel in your last email you both wanted to brush everything you said when we met last under 

the carpet. You are trying to say now that you respect my choice and that you can accept AJ 
into your home. Believe me I want this to be true with all of my heart - but I don't see how it 

has. You are still being defensive. I love you both very much and all I ask is that you are honest 
with me. 

 
your daughter always 
  

Mary 
 

 
16 December 2008 22:52 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   

To: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com> 
Cc: Mum and Dad <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Subject: hi guys 
 
I can barely finish reading this email I find it so offensive... these words anger me a great deal... 

this email is inflammatory for the sake of inflammation.... nothing more... it's very 
dissapointing. 

 
--  
 

 
17 December 2008 09:40 

Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>  
To: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Mum and Dad <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Hi Guys 

 
I have read this email again and continue to feel sickened by its content. I still can't believe that 

it has been delivered... I see no attempt to improve any relationship here and cannot possibly 
imagine what you hoped to acheive out of sending this. 
  

Nobody is holding you back Mary, yet you still feel the need to accuse those who love you of 
restricting you.. You keep saying that you don't want anybody's help and that you don't want 

anybody to fix anything... yet when you are given the freedom to pursue your desires, you still 
feel the need to blame, it is just hurtful. 
  

I never thought I would see a day like this...  Im sure we will all look back on it with regret.. 
  

You have recieved love since the first day you entered the world and have been supported in 
your life endeavors. 

This is something I know, I have witnessed it throughout the years. 
  
You have made yourself clear now that you feel contempt for the relationships you have had in 

your immediate family and truly believe that you have been compromising yourself all the 
while.. trluy an amazing and surprising perspective. 

  
I remain dumbfounded and shocked by the words in this email... I am struggling for words.. 
Perhaps, as you suggest, you are not the person I thought I knew all of my life... this makes me 

very sad and disillusioned. 
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Your brother. 
 

 
18 December 2008 12:29 

Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com>   
To: maryluck@gmail.com, hosway@gmail.com 

Subject: from mum and dad 
 
Dear Mary, 

 
It seems from your last email that you did not understand what we were trying to tell you 

previously. 
 
You want us to support you by listening and sharing your ideas.  It seems that everything we 

say to you makes you angry or misunderstood, and you get defensive. 
 

You want honesty, so please listen. 
Of course we want you to find your own truth and your own path.  It seems you have chosen to 
go along the AJ path.  The bottom line is we do not agree with a lot of what AJ is teaching, and 

can’t share it with you. 
 

We were not desparate for you to meet AJ, we wanted you and Josh to hear him talk to know 
what we were into at that time.  We told you that we thought he was onto something, we never 
said we “loved” him.  We have come to realize his way is not for us and that we were mistaken 

about AJ.  We know he is not Jesus Christ.  We believe he is deluded.  He wants you to be Mary 
Magdalene desperately. 

 
As your parents, we have had serious concerns for you every day since you left to go overseas 
with him.  You have not wanted to listen to them as you are so intent on going on your own 

journey.  You have made your own choices every step of the way, and it seems you intend to 
keep going along that path. 

 
It seems OK for you to tell us what you find hurtful.  So how are we to feel when you tell us that 
you have spent so much time “making us feel like good parents”   for Christ’s sake, mary, what 

the hell are you saying???  And calling Dad “ridiculous” for telling you how he is feeling, and 
then intellectualizing it all away???   We have been your parents for thirty years now, there has 

always been give and take in our relationship.  We have loved and supported you every step of 
the way. 
 

There is honesty and truth, but there is also respect and compassion, and no need for brutality. 
 

The main purpose of this Email is to tell you to get on with your life, if that’s what you truly 
want to do with your life. 

 
We will always love you, no matter what, NO MATTER WHAT!     
 

Our door is always open to you.  If AJ is to accompany you we would have to ask that he 
respected what we requested in our last Email, and we are not just talking about “appropriate 

dinner conversation”.  The man has spent the last umpteen years telling everyone he is Jesus, I 
would think he had coping strategies in place for any negative energy that may be projected his 
way.  We would just prefer to avoid the situation in our home. 

 
Our invitation for Xmas still stands. 
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We really do not wish to discuss this further with you.  Dad and I need some space now, you 

wish to get on with your journey, we need to get on with ours. You have made your decision to 
go live with AJ for a while and learn whatever lessons you need to there.  We have to accept 

that,  and must let go of you for a while. 
 

That is painful enough for now.  The umbilical cord needs to be cut from both ends. 
 
Of course it is not just your life that is affected by your relationship with AJ, for the three of us 

who love you the most whatever happens to you has an affect on us.  We are your family, 
always have been, always will be.  We pray that there will be many happy times for us together 

in the future. 
 
We love you with all our hearts, 

 
Mum and Dad. 
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Email Record 2 (Commencing 20081229) 
 
29 December 2008 11:22 

AJ <alanjohnmiller@gmail.com>  
Reply-To: aj@divinetruth.com 
To: Dan & Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com>, Mary Luck 

<maryluck@gmail.com> 
Subject: Having My Say 

 
Dear Dan and Marilyn 

 
Over the past month or so, I have quietly watched your interactions with Mary without saying 
anything to each of you about them, hoping that each of you would begin to own your own 

emotions rather than being intent to treat Mary in a way that you would never allow yourself to 
be treated. Nor, I must add, would you ever allow Mary to be treated by anyone else outside of 

the family in such a manner as you yourselves have treated her without having a lot to say to 
the people involved. 
 

But I feel it is time for me now to express my disappointment and sorrow over how much 
emotional pressure you seem intent to put on Mary in order for Mary to make different decisions 

than she is currently making, or, to put it more accurately, to make decisions that you feel she 
should make, of which, I can see, the primary one is for her to choose someone else as her life 
partner other than myself. 

 
I have listened to Mary express to me how difficult it is for her to tell you the truth about what 

she is feeling and going through when you, Dan, are willing to yell abuse at her, and you, 
Marilyn are willing to blame her for the fear you are feeling as a result. In her words, if she 
cannot tell you, her family, the truth about how she feels, then who can she tell?  

 
You both, at the moment, have no idea how difficult the emotions are that she is trying to work 

through, and you both seem very intent on blaming Mary or myself for the emotions you are 
feeling within yourselves. You seem very intent on making either Mary or myself responsible for 
how you are feeling, and yet, you both know from your own investigation into spiritual and 

moral matters that this belief is neither loving nor truthful. I have been very surprised by your 
actions, because, before I returned from overseas with Mary, I did not ever feel you would be 

capable of treating her in the manner you now seem to be able to justify to yourselves. 
 
Before myself and Mary returned from overseas, I discussed with her many times how much I 

was looking forward to spending time with the both of you, and getting to know you both better. 
Even though you both now seem very intent on hating me, I love you both dearly, and I have 

never encouraged Mary to tell you her truth just in an attempt to either control her, nor make 
your relationship with her more difficult, as you both seem to now believe. Nor do I encourage 
Mary to remain angry with you, even though you have both given her much cause to do so, but, 

rather, I have encouraged her always to connect to her grief and sadness over the way in which 
you now seem intent to treat her, and to forgive from the heart. 

 
I have also noticed that all of your negative feelings towards me seem to have begun the 

moment Mary and myself began a relationship, and they have built up over time into what 
seems to me to be an unreasoning rage and fear, believing that somehow dark forces control 
me. Surely dark forces only control those in anger, rage and fear, and I am not in any of those 

states towards you. It seems that somehow you believe your relationship with Mary will be 
destroyed if she has a relationship with me, and you seem to be very intent on making sure 

myself and Mary have as much difficulty having a relationship as you can possibly create. I 
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would love it if you would consider why this has happened inside of you, and how you could 
change so much towards Mary and myself over this issue as you have done. 

 
I believe that your relationship with Mary will be able to grow and deepen because of her 

relationship with me, but, I can also see that if you continue down the current path you have 
chosen, releasing your anger, fear, and blame towards Mary and then saying you love her in a 

continuous cycle, that, in the end, Mary will feel she will want to step back from you as she is 
currently doing. Your own actions are destroying what it seems to me that you want, which is a 
closer relationship with your daughter. If you act and felt differently towards me, you also will 

gain a son, rather than loosing a daughter. 
 

You both know that your daughter is a very special person, and yet you do not seem to consider 
that perhaps she does know a lot more than you about the decisions she is making, and a lot 
more than you about the principles of truth and love. I know you have both looked up to and 

admired her openly in the past, as I have seen that happen when I was in your company. 
Perhaps there is a deeper soul reason that causes you to recognize her special qualities, and, if 

you could only begin to trust that perhaps she does know much better than yourselves what is 
best for her, I feel you will be able to relax more with the choices she is making, and also have a 
desire to get to know her inner feelings and thoughts much better and develop within yourselves 

a deeper desire to deal with your own emotions of anger or fear rather than projecting them at 
her. 

 
I would also like to address your feelings and emotions that you have towards me. You have 
said many quite nasty and untruthful things about me over the past 5-6 weeks, both to Mary 

and to others. I am not going to brush what you have said and felt about me under the carpet. I 
do not feel any animosity towards you for saying or feeling these things, since I work very hard 

on dealing with my own emotions and releasing my feelings so that I can forgive completely, but 
I cannot see how you can expect me to spend time with you when you are, at the same time, 
harbouring these feelings towards me and continue to dislike me as much as you do. 

 
Also, I am going to continue to be myself in every situation, that is my commitment to myself, 

and your desire for me to modify my own behaviour and desires to suit your own fears and 
anger is a very unloving requirement that you put on me, which I cannot do anything but refuse 
to agree to. I have much more personal integrity than you both believe me to possess. 

 
Mary knows me very well, better in fact that any other person on earth has ever known me. She 

knows that everything you have said about me is not true although you sincerely believe 
otherwise. It does amaze me that you believe you know me better than she does, when you and 
I have spent just a few hours together in your own home, and she and I have spent many 

months together in all sorts of situations with all sorts of people and pressures (including the 
very difficult pressure of having Mary's own parents abusing me and saying untruthful and 

unpleasant things about me). Surely to make such a decision in your mind that you know better 
shows arrogance, contempt and condescension towards Mary. 

 
Dan, you accuse me of arrogance. Do you not know your daughter enough to know that she 
would never be able to put up with an arrogant man? And, also, are not many of your own 

current actions born of a belief that you know better than your own daughter on issues that she 
has taken a lot more time to investigate and test than you have? You refuse in your heart to 

forgive my so-called arrogance, but how can you then expect your daughter to forgive your 
presumption that you know better than she does? And in your anger, you have claimed to me 
that you love your children far more than I do mine, and yet, you also presume that you can 

dump your anger on your daughter, something that I have never done with my own sons? Does 
that mean that you believe your anger and rage towards her are also "acts of love"? And, what 
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about your own inability to apologize to her for dumping your rage on her? Are you so hardened 
in your heart to the damage you are doing to her heart by expressing your rage to her that you 

are also unable to feel any remorse about your actions and express that remorse to her? How 
can you continue to justify to yourself your own rage towards your own daughter and still say, in 

almost the same moment, that you are loving her? 
 

Marilyn, you believe I control and manipulate your daughter into believing she is my soul mate, 
and you are afraid of my so-called "power" over her. I am so surprised that you can even 
believe for one moment that the beautiful woman that is your daughter is unable to work 

through her own emotional issues, even when she is with me, without being manipulated in 
some way by me. Do you not trust your own upbringing of her? One of the things I love about 

her is that she is her own woman, and I am proud to know her. But do you not believe she is 
capable of working through her own emotions without being controlled? When you have 
attempted to control her, how does she respond? So, why would it be any different if I 

attempted to control her? And is not your own assumption that she is unable to work through 
her own decisions without my interference quite condescending to her, and in reality not 

respecting that she is intelligent, clever, self-assured and emotionally intelligent enough to do so 
without your own interference or mine? 
 

She has not disrespected you, Marilyn, in any way. In fact, she is showing you more respect and 
love than she ever has, feeling that you deserve to know the truth about how she feels. And yet, 

you both have, in the past weeks, certainly disrespected her intelligence, her emotional 
maturity, and her ability to know right from wrong, and many other qualities and characteristics 
that you both seem to think you possess to a greater degree than she does herself, and you are 

both certainly very wrong on that count at the moment. 
 

Also, you do not understand me either. I would never want a relationship with a woman who 
ever feels controlled by me, and as Mary knows, I continuously make a point of ensuring that 
she tells me exactly what she feels and thinks in every situation, even if that means in that 

moment that she tells me she hates me and does not want to be with me. And the moment she 
does not want to be with me, I remove myself from her, and this has happened many times 

over the past 6 months. So how is that controlling? Isn't it more controlling to tell her, as you 
have done, that she is responsible for making you sick, and that you do not want to hear what 
she feels in her heart because it makes you agitated? I am far more accepting, Marilyn, of 

Mary's emotions, even towards myself, than you are currently. 
 

I feel that what I am seeing over the past month or so is not the real Marilyn or Daniel, but 
rather, two parents who are very afraid of the choices that their daughter is making, and afraid 
of how those choices will affect them and their own lives, as well as their relationship with their 

daughter. You are both very afraid of "bigger picture" possible truths, but you are not owning 
your fears and feeling your way through them. You are dumping them on Mary and myself, and 

blaming me for your own feelings that are within you. But your fear-based actions and feelings 
over this period are just going to create what you are afraid of, a daughter who feels distant 

from her family, unloved and unwanted by those whom she cares about. 
 
I feel that both of you need to feel sorrow for what you have been saying about me, and feeling 

towards me, before I could trust that you would be able to treat me well and without the desire 
to control me when I am in your company. I have already forgiven your behaviour towards me, 

and I would love to work through these issues in a much more balanced and less emotionally 
charged manner, and I believe you are both capable of that. 
 

But, even more than how you have treated me, how you have treated Mary in the past weeks 
has been very bad, and she deserves your heartfelt remorse and your commitment to dealing 
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with your own emotions in a more appropriate manner in order to never treat her like this again. 
I hope that you love her enough to do that. 

 
I know that what I have said in this letter will be very difficult for you to read, but I hope that 

you can put aside your own intense dislike of me and look more clearly at how much 
responsibility you bear for the recent bad treatment of Mary, and for the additional turmoil you 

are creating in her life by your own inability to examine yourselves in a more honest manner 
rather than treating your daughter unlovingly. You have been very loving and good parents to 
her in the past, and it would be a shame if you continue your current treatment of her, as it 

would finish up causing her to have to experience and feel the deep loss of a precious love that 
she feels in her heart. I also suspect that you will look back at this time in the future with much 

regret if you continue to take the same course of action. 
 
Anyway I have said my piece. In the future, I will be saying more to you every time I notice that 

Mary is being treated in an unloving manner by you (just as I do when I feel Mary is treating 
you unlovingly). I am not going to let the issue go until any or all of you state to me that you 

never want to see me again, or we all sit together in the same home and feel a deep love for 
one another and joy being in each other's company. I dearly want you to have a close 
relationship with Mary, and if you treat her in the manner you have recently, I know that Mary 

will not respond to that positively. You seem currently unable to understand Mary's feelings, or 
accept them with love, and I hope you can look at the emotions within yourself that cause you 

to reject your daughters own experience so much. 
 
I also hope that one day soon, you can feel the same feelings towards me that I do towards 

you, feelings that I have always felt towards the both of you since I met you. 
 

Bye for now 
 
With love from your friend 

 
AJ 

 
 
 

Mary's Comment 
 
In response to this email, on New Years Eve of 2008/2009 my brother and parents decided to 
come to the house I was living in with my brother at a time that they believed AJ would be 

visiting. They hid their car out of sight from the home, and proceeded to spend at least 2 hours 
berating me about AJ. 

 
AJ's car broke down, and he never arrived. I spent much of the evening in shock about the 
verbal attack upon my own and AJ's character. 
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Email Record 3 (Commencing 20090128) 
 
28 January 2009 14:08 

Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com>   
To: maryluck@gmail.com 
Subject: next week 

 
Dearest Marza, 

Just wanted to let you know that if you and Megan wanted somewhere to have some time 
together, you are welcome to come home here next week while we are at Rainbow Beach.  I 

told Megan it was fine with us, and showed her where we keep the key. 
And you are also welcome if you wanted to visit us at the beach.  You know the house. 
Hope everything is going OK with you.  We're both Ok, miss you lots. 

Lots of love to you, and huge hugs. 
Mum and Dad. 

 
 
12 February 2009 21:17 

Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>   
To: Dan and Marilyn Luck capitallucks@hotmail.com 

Subject: next week 
 
Hi Mum and Dad, 

  
I hope you guys had a nice time away at the beach. AJ and I have been able to catch up with 

Megs a few times during her trip and she and Ruby had a lovely couple of days out here with us 
at Wondai. I don't really understand why you would think that we wouldn't have had somewhere 
to spend time together. 

  
As for visiting you guys I don't feel that that will be possible until you are both able to accept my 

choices and partner more. The last time we spoke you were upset at both AJ and I. I am tired of 
feeling your anger directed at me and him because of your own fears. I feel at the moment that 
you are only willing to see me on your terms ie. without AJ and that feels controlling and 

unjustified. 
  

You also seem intent on attacking AJs character and my own by implying that I cannot see him 
for who he truly is and that I am being controlled and manipulated by him. Since I love AJ and 
am learning to love myself more I would hardly invite time with people who feel like that about 

us. 
  

Also I would not exclude AJ from being present when I see my friends and your invitation 
excluded him. 
  

You also completely ignored the comments you made to me when we last spoke (which included 
blaming me for your pain - 'more pain than I could possibly imagine'). This cycle of treating me 

'nicely' and then the next time we interact being angry and blaming of me is very distressing. 
Yelling at me and telling me I am controlled and making the wrong choices and then acting like 

nothing happened the next time we talk makes me feel browbeaten and confused. 
  
I do at times find myself getting into anger about this situation rather than just feeling my hurt. 

I realise that this is an unloving projection onto you and I am working on just allowing my grief. 
I hope for a time when you can accept my choices from a space of love but in the end when I 

deal with this emotion I realise I will not even hope for that. 
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Lately I have been dealing with alot of emotions. I have begun processing 1st century emotions. 

I know you seem to think I am being controlled and manipulated but I assure you that at these 
times I process so much terror and feel so completely upside down that I know this is not true. I 

also feel I am opening to a great love I have inside myself for others and for God. I feel inspired 
to share this with others and I will attach something I wrote last weekend which reflects some of 

my feelings. 
  
I hope you can read my words without your own fear and anger clouding them too much. These 

words come from my heart and are in no way meant to be inflammatory. 
  

Love and hope you are both well,  
  
Mary 

 
 

 

Mary's Comment 
 
I received no response from this email. 
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Email Record 4 (Commencing 20090120) 
 
20 January 2009 11:29 

Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   
To: maryluck@gmail.com 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
Hey Mazza, 

  
There has been some mail arriving at our place addressed to you, I can forward it on if you like 

just let me know where to send it. 
  
Another thing, I noticed that Ani Difranco is playing at the Tivoli on the 4th of Feb, Im not gonna 

go but I thought you might be interested. From what I can gather, its been a fair few years 
since she was here and it might be a fair few more before she is back, if at all, so I thought id 

let you know. 
  
ok hope your going well, 

Josh. 
 

 
21 January 2009 10:48 
Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>   

To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
Hey Josh, 
  

Thanks for letting me know about the mail and Ani. I actually got tickets for me, Megs and AJ to 
go a while ago. 

  
The address for mail is: 
  

71 O'Dea Rd 
M/S 612 

Wilkesdale    4608 
  
Hope things are going well with you too. I'm going along OK. 

  
Love 

Mary 
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Email Record 5 (Commencing 20090724) 
 
 

24 July 2009 15:42 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   
To: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com> 

Subject: mail & Ani 
 

Im lightening the load, might be moving on soon, Im gonna start getting rid of your stuff out of 
our place, might give it away lifeline or something, somewhere where it may do some good. 

I guess if you get your act together you can come remove it youself and do with it as you will. 
  
Things you have done will never be able to be undone.. I'll feel for you when you are able to 

focus on the the gravity of your actions.. You may be misled but you are still accountable.. Call 
me when you need out.. 

  
tell fuckwit to fuck himself instead of others 
 

 
26 July 2009 20:11 

Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>   
To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
Hi Josh, 

  
I was unaware that I had left anything at your place. I can come and pick it up on the weekend 
of the 1st of August. 

  
Your unkind words are hurtful. I don't agree with anything you have said to me in your email. I 

don't feel that you wish to discuss anything with me and would like to hurt or punish me with 
your words. So I won't respond to those. 
  

I'm sad that you feel so hurt (which is what I believe you are feeling under your anger) but I 
really don't feel responsible for that. I hope one day we can speak openly, from the heart, until 

then I wish you well brother. 
 
Mary 

 
 

27 July 2009 10:07 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   
To: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, aj@divinetruth.com, Dan and Marilyn Luck 

<capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
Mary, 

  
My words are always from the heart, you know that. 
What we are having here IS a discussion, wake up to yourself. 

  
You say you want openess, truth and hosenty, so here is a big load of it right in front of you. 

While I am alive, which may be for quite a while, I will be be airing my disgust and 
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dissapointment to every single person I can reach out to that Alan Miller is involved with. He has 
to understand, I will not ever go away. He has underestimated the strength of my resolve. You 

see, it is easy for me, I have no lies to protect, I don't have to run and hide, I am not affraid. 
  

You seem to have abandoned your loving family to satisfy the greedy ego of a disgusting man. 
We are all very hurt and it is a hurt initiated by you and your selfishness as encouraged by him. 

It IS more obvious than you think. It is very disturbing that you accompany your decision with 
self righteousness and accusations, behaviour that is very out of character for you. Im tired of 
the act, Im tired of you claiming to be the victim, it is something the Alan also does well, seems 

you are picking up some of his bad habits. 
  

If you are coming on the weekend, bring Alan with you, he can admit his lies to you and I while 
we are all together and I may consider letting it all go. Otherwise I will be in the ear of every 
person he tries to brainwash, to distort the message of his lies and his false judgement of 

people.  
  

This is something he has created through you and it has ruined the sacred relationship that you 
and I should should share, we have the same blood.  I find it alarming to think that If I were to 
follow what you seem to have concluded, it was a false relationship all along. Surely that is not 

what you believe, can't you see how rediculous it is? 
 

Pass the message on to Alan, especially from me, the truth does come out in the end, his lies 
don't work on everybody and this time the jig is up. He knows it... Ive seem him glare at me in 
disgust.. he knows ive seen through his lies... perhaps you could call it a moment of honesty.. 

he hates me and the feeling is very mutual.. him and I both know it... he has used my family 
members as leverage to silence me.. but no longer.  I'm the person he never wanted to meet, 

the truth will come out.  It is the beginning of a new period in all our lives. 
  
While you are under his influence, I am not your brother. 

 
 

27 July 2009 12:14 
AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>  
Reply-To: aj@divinetruth.com 

To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>, Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and 
Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Subject: mail & Ani 
 
Hi Josh 

  
Well my friend I certainly do not hate you, as you claim, and I have never harmed you in any 

way. 
  

But I do still fail to see how making your sisters life more difficult will actually finish up making 
you closer to your sister. The more you purposefully hurt her as you are doing (I see the results 
of what you are doing to her, she cries very often about your words and actions), the more you 

are creating separation between her and yourself, which I feel is quite sad for the both of you. 
You could choose very differently, and act far more in harmony with the love you say you feel 

towards her, but I think that your anger towards myself has blinded you to your own actions. 
  
I do not feel any animosity towards you or your parents. Nor have I ever felt any feelings of 

disgust towards yourself or them. Mary knows how I feel, although I can see that you do not 
seem to any longer trust your sister's assessment of what she feels or sees, or what she feels is 
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best for her own life. Even if myself and Mary separate for any reason, the damage you are 
doing to her personally has already resulted in damaging your own relationship with her. 

  
I am still quite surprised and amazed at the course of action you seem to be taking, given that 

your own sister is telling you how much it hurts her for you to be doing what you are doing. 
  

I hope that you can work out why you are doing it, and I am sorry that I seem to generate so 
much hatred and rage in you when I would much prefer a good friendship with you. 
  

Bye for now 
AJ 

 
 
27 July 2009 12:43 

Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   
To: aj@divinetruth.com 

Cc: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck 
capitallucks@hotmail.com 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
put your snake tongue away.. we all know when things started heading south for us all.. and 

that is when you showed up... things are gonna really change big fella.. you pissed off the 
wrong guy.. 
 

 
27 July 2009 13:10 

AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>   
To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 
Cc: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck 

<capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
Hi Josh 
  

Things started heading south with your relationship with Mary when you started treating her the 
way you are now continuing to treat her. That had nothing to do with me, Josh. Mary is as much 

her own woman as she has ever been. 
  
I cannot see how I have pissed you off, because all I have ever done is treat you in a respectful 

and honest manner. But if you want to damage your own soul by holding onto anger and 
resentment, and continue to hurt your sister even more than you already have done, I suppose 

that's your choice. 
  

As for me, well, I wish you could accept that your sister wants to work through her emotions in 
the manner she herself has chosen, and rather than making her life even more difficult and 
cause hurt for her to deal with, it would be better if you could accept that she has not 

substantially changed towards any of you in that she still desires a loving relationship with you. 
  

Her withdrawal from you is the direct result of your actions and words towards her, and has 
nothing to do with any influence from me. All I encourage her to do is to feel the hurt she feels 
as a result of both your parents and your own actions, so that she no longer feels the pain of it. 
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But I will keep pleading with you and your parents that you stop doing what you are doing and 
repair the relationship with her, no matter what harmful actions you wish to take against me. 

  
I will keep on replying to you in order to keep on saying the same things to you until you begin 

to understand that I not only love your sister very dearly, but also love you as well. 
  

Bye for now 
AJ 
 

 
27 July 2009 15:16 

Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   
To: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com> 
Cc: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck 

<capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
The only thing that stands in the way of a loving relationship between Mary and her family is 
you. We indeed had a loving relationship until you dragged yourself into the picture. No family is 

perfect but ours definately turned for the worse when you arrived and was certainly never as 
bad as you would have us all believe. Mary is no more in touch with herslef now than she was 

before, she is simply more in touch with you, your delusions and your wants and needs.   
  
I didnt say I was going to harm you at any stage, that is your projection and your input into this 

conversation. It is also what you want Mary to think. Indeed you continue to try and paint me as 
a villian.  

Nice try.  
  
Ha Ha your singing like a bird now Alan, makes me wonder what other little slip ups you might 

make. :) 
  

You again so blatantly and obviously try and use Mary's feelings as a distraction from what the 
real issue is here... and that issue, is your disgusting mind games. 
  

Cmon AJ lets talk about you mate.. lets really chat.. lets leave Mary out of it, you are the one 
I'm calling out here.  

Lets talk about your failed marriages, scattered children, estranged parents, extravagant claims 
regarding Jesus and the trail of destruction stretching out behind you. Tell me about the other 
families you are destroying, the other family members who are woried about thier own, tangled 

up with your delusions. I know they exist, Ive already started hearing from some of them, they 
have been telling me their stories. 

  
What goes around comes around.. and a time will come when you have to hit the road again 

and leave it all behind, it may be closer than you think. 
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28 July 2009 18:14 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   

To: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com> 
Cc: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck 

<capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
Well look at this now.. 
He's all talk till the spotlight is on him.. 

Don't worry Alan nobody is surprised.. it's clear you can't face up to what a failure you really 
are. 

  
So now for the next step in the AJ charade.. cmon Alan lets play your little game again.. you can 
do it.. Im starting to enjoy it...  lets play it one more time so everybody can see how 

transparent it is. 
  

Give us the standard speech... the fluffy words that make you look saintly, just fluffy enough to 
cloke the subtle insult and attack on the person who is questioning you. Do your little trick 
where you always turn the attention back onto the character of the person who just caught you 

out.  We have all seen your pet play.. give it one more go so the onlookers can applaud from 
the grandstand.. so you can bask in your glory. Cmon give us the good old "oh dear..listen to 

you... you're hurting your own soul" speech.. the "Im way above that emotion and can only ever 
feel love.. unlike you mortals" speech.  The speech where you pretend to look down on the 
inferiors around you from pedestal in the sky. 

  
It's a fun game isn't it. Does it make you feel like a man? Its the only time you feel like a man 

isn't it? cmon give it another run.. it might just distract the attention from 
  
1. You are a liar 

2. You are not Jesus 
3. You have had failed marriages (let me guess..they were all Mary Magdeline right? ..ha ha) 

4. You have children to various women (Iook out I can see a Dan Brown novel coming on) 
5. You are so perverted and unable to control your urges that you had to get your tubes tied 
(that's not much like Jesus surely) 

6. Your parents are disgusted by your miserable existence (and they are prolly a big reason why 
you are so messed up) 

7. You squandered all your money 
8. You deliberately attempt destroy people's families because you are unable to function in any 
family unit yourself. (now now AJ.. jealousy..jealousy...) 

  
So do we get the speech? pretty please.. it's my favourite. 

 
 

28 July 2009 18:16 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   
To: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com> 

Cc: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck 
<capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Subject: mail & Ani 
 
I think I spelt cloak wrong.. whoops 

  
sorry to interupt.. as you were saying.. 
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29 July 2009 11:44 

Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>   
To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 

Cc: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
Josh 
  

you are way out of line... this is cruel stuff that is not the truth and is just plain spiteful and 
viscious. 

  
i don't want to see you while you are like this.. if you can leave my stuff out somewhere i will 
come and pick it up when you aren't home, if you don't feel you can do this then you can give it 

to lifeline if you wish.. 
  

i am really distressed that you can be so unkind. i am not under the influence of AJ or anyone 
else. 
  

Mum and Dad the same goes - I am happy to come and pick up my stuff at a time you 
nominate. 

  
i don't and AJ doesn't deserve this treatment and I don't want it in our life. 
  

Mary 
 

 
29 July 2009 11:48 
Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>   

To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 
Cc: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Subject: mail & Ani 
 
and Josh you certainly have expressed the desire to harm AJ, both in your emails and on the 

forum you are frequenting.. 
 

 
29 July 2009 12:45 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   

To: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com> 
Cc: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Subject: mail & Ani 
 

No point coming to AJ's defence when he clearly can't face the what I have put in front of him. 
  
The forum I frequent is giving people an alternate view, a chance for people sucked in by Alan 

to think again and think for themsleves. 
  

Where are the details of Alan's personal life?? We all want the details. We all want the truth. 
  
Seemingly, Alan's whole life is dedicated to getting into people's personal business and passing 

his own judgement on them. 
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I'm getting into his and now all of a sudden when it is an ugly picture, it is an action that is "out 
of line". 

  
I don't wish to harm Alan.. I never said that at any stage.. that is a something that Alan is 

trying to make you believe. 
  

I wan't him to face the truth. 
  
Have a think about it, is it in my character to do harm to people Mary? I'm the same person you 

have always known. You know the answer.  
  

We are all distressed, just because you are too Mary is no special reason to be crying foul. 
  
Where are you Alan? Why am I talking to Mary again? Did you send her into bat this time? Can't 

handle it? 
Am I getting too close to the truth? 

  
Cmon mate, Im right here, lets you and me, talk about you for a minute. 
You are the grand master arn't you? you can't be threatened by me can you? Little old me. 

  
Come on out and talk to us Alan.. or are you a coward? 

 
 
29 July 2009 12:58 

Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   
To: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com> 

Cc: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 
 

By the way, I don't speak for Mum and Dad, I speak for me. 
  

They have not indicated to me or anybody else at any time that they want you to pick up your 
stuff from their house Mary. Why would you assume that? Who is in your ear? 
There is no ganging up here, only transparency, my words will not be twisted. 

If Mum and Dad want to indicate to us their feelings they will, leave that to them. 
  

I take responsibility for my own views and my beliefs and what I have made for myself in my 
life.. 
  

It's a refreshing outlook Alan, you should try it. 
 

 
1 August 2009 10:49 

AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>   
To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 
Cc: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck 

<capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
Hi Josh 
  

Rather than trying to resolve these things via email, please feel free to phone me whenever you 
wish. I am available after Tuesday 3rd August at home. 
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Ph: 0488797396 

Ph: 0741641086 
  

Josh, I will not put up with abuse or your anger, so I suggest that if you do call, you are able to 
speak in a calm and loving manner.  

  
Cheers for now 
AJ 

 
 

3 August 2009 13:50 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   
To: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com> 

Cc: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck 
<capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Subject: mail & Ani 
 
To me it seems very convenient for you to refer this to a telephone conversation, to an 

evironment where there will be know third party review. Why would I want to do that? 
You need to come clean in front of everybody about your lies. 

I have nothing to hide, I don't mind how many people hear that I am calling you out about this, 
the truth sets me free and not you. 
  

The only reason you are unconfortable with our conversation (with everybody looking on) is 
becasue you are trying to protect your false stories and false image. 

  
The fact that you have tried to refer this to a phone conversation only further reinforces the fact 
that you cannot face the truth about what I have put in front of you. 

  
You can't run away on here, everyboy will see what you have to say, on here, you cannot begin 

a game of chinese whispers and put your spin on anything, that is why you want out.  
  
Again, it is clear that you are high and mighty until the spotlight is pointed onto you Alan. 

cmon lets stay on topic.. lets talk about you.. 
 

 
mail & Ani 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>  3 August 2009 13:54 

To: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com> 
Cc: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck 

<capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
 

You must all excuse my spelling, I don't have much time for proof reading "there will be know" 
shoud obviously be "there will be no" 
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3 August 2009 20:20 
AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>   

To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 
Cc: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck 

<capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
Hi Josh 
  

I had no idea that there was a third party review! I also had no idea that your emails to me 
were being sent to other people other than your family. It is apparent that all you want is to 

justify your anger and rage towards myself and Mary. I am perfectly happy to discuss this with 
you at any time, but like I said in my previous email, I see little point in doing so when you are 
unable to contain your anger or rage. I cannot see how your perpetrating information regarding 

myself that is totally inaccurate is an effort to resolve anything for yourself emotionally, nor 
does it resolve any of your feelings that your have about me that are obviously effecting you 

enough to spread what is totally inaccurate information about myself and Mary. 
  
I have had very few personal dealings with you Josh, and each time I have generally done 

something for you (like cook you a meal, take you out to dinner, or buy a pizza). I have never 
had any personal conversations with you about my life or your life. Your anger seems to be the 

result of my comments to your parents, and addressing what I feel (and what Mary has 
expressed to you as well) is your parents and your own unloving treatment of your sister, and 
subsequently, after I pointed it out, your unloving treatment of myself. 

  
Also, I have never lied to you, your family, or to Mary. Mary is aware of this. 

  
Anyway Josh, I am perfectly happy to talk with you on the phone and resolve any 
misunderstandings, but I am not perfectly happy to stay in interactions with you that are so 

obviously driven by your anger, and your demonisation of myself driven by your desire to not 
address your own poor treatment of your sister. 

  
I know you feel your treatment of me is justified, but I cannot see that anything I have done 
would cause you or your parents to treat Mary as badly as you have. I am very hopeful that this 

will change, and I am perfectly happy to talk with you if I can help in any way, but not if all you 
are going to do is throw abuse and attack in my direction. 

  
Cheers for now 
AJ 

 
 

4 August 2009 10:14 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   

To: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>, Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn 
Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: mail & Ani 

 
There is no others copied into this email, only you, me, Mary and Mum and Dad.. I don't Bcc 

people in..  
If I am bringing people into this discussion everybody will be aware. You can ask Mary to verify 
that, she will tell you it is how I do things. 
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There are five of us here Alan, that is enough people to ensure there can be no opportunity for 
you to convey my words in an inconsistent manner to others.  

  
It is clear that you are a dishonest man, you need to realise that more people are starting to 

recognise it. 
The truth comes out in the end you know, I'd be a tad bit worried about that if I were you... 

  
"Also, I have never lied to you, your family, or to Mary. Mary is aware of this." 
the lies keep coming, was that a hard one to get out.. cause that one is a biggy mate. 

  
sigh... I don't need your help.. in fact.. you need me to go away.  :) 

  
It is entertaining watching you scramble and cling to your old tactics, shifting the focus off 
yourself, even when I have pointed that out as one of your favorite moves. You continue to do 

it, I'm starting to think its the only thing you've got. Aside, from your continued attempts to 
drag Mary into the middle, when I am clearly talking about you and you only. So who is the one 

hurting her here? 
hmmm. 
  

You are not my superior, you are not my teacher, you offer dishonesty and lies, I would be a 
fool to take your words onboard. 

  
So now can you please tell us about how you manufactured this pathetic framework of lies. This 
"Devine Love Path", this mish mash of fluffy intangible mess... ha ha.. 

  
Also, you can tell us about your failed families and how your parents mistreated you Alan. 

Maybe you should rename your little thing the "Devine Parent Bash".   :) 
Why don't you just deal with you issues with your parents?. Some people have good parents, it's 
not their fault that you didnt. 

  
Then, you can tell us about your self loathing and your need to try and convince people you are 

Jesus in order to feel worthwhile. Im starting to think that you are not able.. is it painful? 
  
You coudn't even begin to understand how deep my love is for those who are important to me 

Alan..It is a love that is bigger than any fanciful religion you can conjure.  
   

P.S. 
You know what else is funny, 
That you call reference to buying a pizza as rebuttal to my pointing out that your life is built 

around lies... oh pleeeasse... can anybody else see how weak this is? 
 

 
4 August 2009 22:52 

AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>   
To: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn Luck 
<capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Subject: mail & Ani 
 

Hi Josh 
  
You had plenty of chances to truly get to know me over the time that Mary lived with you if you 

really wanted to know me Josh, or if you were really interested in knowing the facts about my 
life. The fact is that all you want is for Mary to leave me, and you are pretty much prepared to 
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do all you can to make that happen. All of the problems that you and your family seem to have 
with me began when Mary wanted a relationship with me without the approval of your parents. 

So, what is the point in my addressing anything you say to me when you cannot address why 
your parents and yourself seem intent on trying to control Mary, and are not listening to her 

wishes, nor allowing her to have the life she is choosing for herself? 
  

You can believe all you want that Mary is controlled by me, but that doesn't make it true. All 
that tells me that you and your parents do not really understand Mary, because if you did, you 
would realize that she is her own woman completely, and does not respond to manipulation and 

control from other people. If I treated Mary the same way in which you do, I am quite sure she 
would also have nothing to do with me either. 

  
All you want is an excuse to be abusive and derogatory to me, and use your hypothesis of "AJ 
controls Mary" in order to not listen to Mary and how she feels. I have consistently suggested to 

all of your family to listen to Mary with much more love, but you all seem intent on treating her 
badly, and abusing and swearing to her about me. If you really knew your sister, you would 

know she would not put up with that. 
  
Perhaps you can inform me what you feel I have lied about? Perhaps you can inform me with 

facts about how I am a dishonest man, rather than just innuendo? 
  

It appears to me that you just want to hold onto your anger in order to justify your position that 
somehow I destroyed your family. I suggest to you that if all your family were more accepting, 
you would have gained a brother (and your parents a "son") rather than anything else 

happening. It seems that you only want to force Mary into having a relationship with someone 
whom you all approve of, which is not allowing Mary to construct her own life or feel her own 

feelings. I am quite sure that if you all had not been angry with her, and abusive of myself, you 
would still be having a relationship with your sister (she has told me that). 
  

If you look at all the FACTS, you would find: 
  

1. Your parents knew me for around 9 months before they introduced me to you and your sister. 
  
2. Your parents introduced Mary and myself, because your parents wanted us to meet. At the 

time, your parents had no problems with me, even though they knew of my history and we had 
discussions about different subjects, and they had heard me speak at seminars. I also enjoyed 

their company on the 3-4 times I stayed with them. 
  
3. I have never overstayed my welcome with your family, and I only responded to their own 

invitation for me to stay with them. As soon as I knew they no longer wanted me to stay with 
them (when I returned from overseas with Mary), even though they never told me, I decided 

not to stay with them. I have also never overstayed my welcome with any person, since most 
people want me to stay longer with them than I have, and are disappointed when I leave. 

  
4. Whenever I stayed with your parents, I always brought my own food, and many times cooked 
a meal for them. Your parents never expressed any unhappy or angry emotions towards me 

during those times. 
  

5. Your father only became angry with me when he heard from a 3rd party (Natalie Lewis) that I 
felt that Mary was my soul mate. Even then though, he talked to me quite pleasantly on the 
phone when Mary and I were overseas. 
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6. I did not tell Mary that I felt she was my soul mate. Your parents did that. I had no intention 
of telling her, since I felt that she was not ready to get to know me so soon after her breakup 

with Houssam. 
  

7. Mary wanted to discuss those things with me after your parents told her. Mary approached 
me, not the other way around. I responded to Mary's questioning of me, and our relationship 

developed by our getting to know each other. Although your parents are convinced that I 
somehow convinced Mary to be with me, or attempted to convince Mary that she is Mary 
Magdalene, the reality is that our conversations were far more normal than that, and were two 

people getting to know each other better based on a mutual attraction. 
  

8. Whenever Mary did not want me in her life, which happened on a number of occasions, I have 
immediately removed myself from her life without pressuring her or questioning her. I have 
never been manipulative or controlling of her in any way, and I have always left her to make her 

own decisions. 
  

9. I have never pursued Mary in order to have her in my life. Each time Mary contacted me 
again only when she wanted to talk to me again. I responded to Mary's desire to spend time 
with me, and I have never pressured her to be with me. 

  
10. Each time your parents heard about Mary having something to do with me after our return 

from overseas, your parents became fearful, and then angry with Mary, and generally abusive of 
me. 
  

11. Your parents and yourself have called me many offensive names (but to be frank, I am not 
that offended because I can see you are just all in anger and rage), and I feel your have each 

acted quite like children not getting your own way, and then using anger and abuse to express 
your emotions rather than working through what the deeper issues are. 
  

12. Each of you believe I have some sinister motives with Mary, and, even though Mary has told 
you that is not the case, you feel that your assessment of me is more accurate than Mary's, 

which is both derogatory and condescending to Mary, and a totally inaccurate assessment of my 
character. I have proven to Mary by my treatment of her that my motives are pure, and after 18 
months of knowing me, Mary is quite sure of my character. 

  
13. Both yourself and your parents have become more and more abusive of myself, and more 

attacking to Mary during the last 18 months. I cannot see how you can believe that your actions 
will actually make you closer to your sister. You do not appear to be thinking very logically at 
all, nor acting in a manner what would endear Mary to you. 

  
All this can quite easily be changed by your choosing to sincerely listen to Mary, rather than just 

trying to impose your own beliefs and emotions on her. I feel quite strongly that when you and 
your parents do this, you will find that your relationship with Mary will be re-established, 

although, sometimes, I also know that Mary is so hurt with you that may take some time. I am 
encouraging Mary to work through her emotions so that she can forgive you and your parents 
for your treatment of her. 

  
Anyway Josh, I see little point in having further conversation with you while it is apparent to me 

that you have no intention of acting in a more loving manner to your own sister or to myself, 
and seem to have no other purpose to your correspondence other than to abuse me and further 
hurt Mary. If you remember, this whole series of emails began with the comment to Mary to "tell 

the fuckwit to go and fuck himself rather than others lives" or some such quote which hurt Mary 
very much, which is hardly going to reconcile any issues or problems that you have with your 
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sister or myself. It all seems quite childish, and is an easy way for you to avoid the fact that you 
do not seem to wish treat your sister well anymore. 

  
A grown up person, Josh, does not behave in such a manner and still hope that things will get 

better as a result of abusing other people. 
  

I think I have made myself clear enough, and don't see any further need to discuss the matter 
with you unless you are in a far more accepting and open state. 
  

Bye for now 
AJ 

  
 
PS: Mary wants to say a few things. 

  
Hi Josh, 

  
Well I agree with everything that AJ has said and I just feel like I have had enough of all of the 
anger and put downs you have directed at AJ and I... for once and for all please understand that 

I am not being mind controlled, manipulated or brain washed, and your implying and stating 
that I am is condescending and skips over the fact that I am an intelligent, adult woman - and 

actually allows you to ignore what I say to you all. Perhaps you could listen to what I say 
instead? 
  

I am actually doing my best to grow as a person. I am learning a lot and following a path that 
challenges and inspires me. Once you told me that it wouldn't matter what I believed that you 

would be fine with how I lived my life (Mum and Dad also told me this) - it is quite clear now 
that that was a lie and I have cried many hours about how disillusioning this has felt for me. I 
have never wanted to not have any of you in my life but I don't want to subject AJ or myself to 

any more projected anger, disapproval or abuse - which is what we have consistently received 
from you guys for quite sometime now. 

  
I will be ready to talk with you all when those projections aren't directed at AJ or I but until then 
it is an act of loving myself to say I have had enough. AJ is permanent part of my life now, I 

intend to spend my life with him. 
  

It startles me that you can't see how you are actually creating your fears for me yourself. By 
spreading lies about AJ you are potentially hurting me and him - you may be the one the causes 
me to be ostracised... 

  
Anyway I hope that one day you will find it in yourself to look sincerely at what you have said 

and done and see how hurtful and viscious it has become. 
  

Until then I don't feel that we have anything left to say 
  
Mary 
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5 August 2009 11:26 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>   

To: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>, Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>, Dan and Marilyn 
Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Subject: mail & Ani 
 

One day Alan you will have to deal with your past..and the inconsistencies in your life.. it is clear 
you are unable to speak about it. 
  

One day you will have to admit your lies and admit that you are not Jesus and that "The Devine 
Love Path" is just a tool for you to feed your own ego. It is not there to help people at all, 

indeed you are carefull to cast aside those that do not believe your "teachings" to the word.  
This is a pretty obvious short coming of what you do and your innability in this area casts major 
doubt over the credibility of what you say.. 

  
I have asked legitimate questions about Alan's character.. and continually he is unable to 

answer satisfactorily.. It is always the same old story about the flawed emotions of the person 
asking him the legitimate questions. 
  

It frustrates me because it is so very obvious. 
  

And yes I really do want to know more about the real you Alan..how many times do I have to 
say it..are you not listening?????????? 
  

You say, that you "love" people while all the time lacing your words with accusations of your 
own.. it is underhanded.. 

I clearly do not love you Alan.. and I will and am telling you openly and honestly.. I spent time 
assessing you for myself and I have my conclusions, they are not false or misguided 
conclusions. 

  
The email I have just recieved AGAIN draws attention to many things that are irrelevant to this 

discussion, these are the same distractions Alan has used always to draw the attention away 
from himself and point the finger at others. It's just becoming more obvious all the time that he 
cannot talk about the things about himslelf that are gonna be really interesting ;) 

  
We all want to know about Alan John Miller before 2007 ha ha.. there is never ever any mention 

of your old life and your decline into the "Devine Love Path".  It is obvious you are too scared to 
venture further back than the last two or three years. 
  

Does this not ring alarm bells? I feel like my intelligence has been insulted. 
  

In reality you offer nothing of yourself Alan, you try and anticipate peoples views of you based 
on their experiences with you (be they short or long) and you try and use them to paint a 

picture of yourself that is all encompassing. It is just so glaringly obviously flimsy!!! 
  
It is a little funny that I keep hearing that my views could never hold weight because I have 

hardly had anything to do with Alan and then all of a sudden he is saying that I had ample 
opportunity to get to get to know him because I had spent some much time around him when 

Mary was living at our house... hmmm... that's not very convincing either... 
  
I have heard all of the things you have both said in your last email before. I still arrive at the 

same conclusions and I still hold the views that I have expressed. Why would you write such a 
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long email to me such as the last one, full of all this stuff you are trying to convince me of.. are 
you not really just trying to convince yourselves of it? 

  
Mary as you know, I have had the unfortunate priveledge of knowing about Alan his claims for a 

while, but to me the length of time knowing about these claims is irrelevant, I have seen enough 
to see through it, that is all that matters. I have heard many people in my life talk about him at 

length, I have seen him talk and I have also witnessed an interesting stage performance that he 
claims was "channeling". I have had to suffer his words in this discussion, there has been and 
there is no new evidence to prove he is of sound character. 

  
Mary I encourage you to see a bigger picture. Take another look at Alan Miller, you still have the 

opportunity to avoid wasting your time with him. 
  
I'll remind you of a time when Alan Miller was sending you abusive emails claiming that you had 

"treated him like shit" (these are the words you youself used to explain to me the situation at 
the time). He could not accept the fact that at the time you were choosing not to be in a 

romantic relationship with him. Perhaps you could say he was crying like a child because he 
didn't get his own way.  
  

Mary, from the time when I had come to my conclusions about Alan Miller, I have never denied 
that I do not want you to be with him, why would I ever want you to be with such a person. You 

are my sister and you are dear to me, I have never actively prevented you from being the 
person you want to be for yourself. You have always done so and it has made everybody proud.. 
always.. 

This does not make you Mary Magdeline, it makes you Mary, that is enough and amazing in 
itself. There is no need to make proclaimations to prove it. 

  
We all have our weaknesses, even you, I do not critisize you for it. I understand it because I 
have weaknesses of my own, from time to time I need help, lots of it :), but right now is not the 

time when I need help and I offer my help to you sister. 
There is another way to see this situation, I am bringing it to your attention, you may not 

understand it now... it is painful for everyone, but to me that is no reason to walk away. 
  
I won't ever go away, or give up on you, I am your blood, and while there is air in my lungs I 

will not avoid the elephant in the room. 
  

Did you hear that Alan?  
  
You can fool some of the people some of the time but you can't fool all of the people all of the 

time. 
I sang that line, just so you know.. :) 

like I said before, I'd be worried If I were you. 
  

I am satisfied now that Alan is very clear on my disdain and disgust at his deplorable and sad 
being. Perhaps that is a little more eloquent than "fuckwit" if that is the preferable language. 
You are also clear on it Mary. 

  
Alan Miller is a deceptive man, his motives and actions are calculated and underhanded. 

He wants your family out of your life.. it is very clear and It is time that we all sucked up the 
truth. 
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I have held my tongue on so many an occasions when the reality of the situation was clear and 
slapping me in the face. it is with deep regret that I did not raise the alarm before. The beauty 

of hindnsight I guess.  
  

I will always love you Mary, and I act out of concern for your wellbeing, that is the truth, will 
always be the truth and I will stand by it for good.  You know it in your heart. 

  
Josh. 
 

 
5 August 2009 14:48 

Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>   
To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 
Cc: AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>, Mum and Dad capitallucks@hotmail.com 

Subject: mail & Ani 
 

Hi Josh, 
  
Since you love me (even though last week you disowned me as your sister) perhaps you could 

demonstrate that by: 
  

1. forwarding my mail and letting me know how/where I can collect my stuff without seeing you 
  
2. demonstrate a spirit of 'live and let live' ie. allow AJ and I to have our own beliefs and live in 

the way we want, if you and Mum and Dad could just do this then we would be able to have a 
relationship with one another, while you are all judging us and putting us down (to put it mildly) 

and demonstrating that you can't be civil it just isn't possible to see you 
  
You really don't have a clue about what AJ talks about freely Josh - his entire life is an open 

book and if you had ever asked him any questions about it he would have told you, just as he 
has with me and I have observed him do with many, many others in a public forum. There isn't 

any sinister truth to find Josh, yes AJ has a past which includes a divorce (singular) and 
children, and he was a Jehovah's Witness. There is nothing sinister in that.  He has never 
claimed to be a 'perfect' person (whatever that may actually be), in fact that is part of his major 

point - that coming from a state of imperfection in love that we can ALL grow, and change by 
dealing with our emotional injuries. 

  
You also have no idea about the relationship I have with him. You all seem to think I have 
somehow become a blind, unquestioning follower!! Wow - if any of you had been open to 

hearing about any of this journey with an open mind then you would know I have been through 
quite a bit of stuff, had major realisations about many things and none of this has been done 

blindly - in fact I have been questioning and seeking every step of the way. 
  

But I really feel that you aren't really interested in how I feel at the moment. If you were you 
would be displaying far more compassion and understanding and be open to hearing about AJ 
and I, our life and our feelings. You criticize absolutely everything that AJ does - if he doesn't 

reply it means something, if he does he's defending himself... you are goading and derogatory.. 
you have lost all logic and are allowing your blind and unreasonable rage control you.. 

  
can't you even let yourself consider that the reason we would communicate with you might be 
because we care? that we would actually like to have a relationship with you that doesn't involve 

you abusing us? 
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Email Record 6 (Commencing 20090321) 
 

21 March 2009 20:33 
Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>  
To: Mum and Dad <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Bcc: aj@divinetruth.com 
Subject: phone calls 

 
Hi Mum and Dad, 

  
When you hang up on me - which both of you have now - I realise that you only want to hear 
certain things from me and don't want to hear what is really in my heart. This is also evident 

from the many times Dad you dismissed many things I said with ' this is just AJ talking' and 
Mum on new years eve your response to me every time I wanted to speak up (after everyone 

else had had their say) was to say that you wanted to leave. You have both continually had your 
say about my life choices at the moment but when I want to respond and tell you how I feel you 
hang up or shut me down. Even when I want to go and just feel my emotions about what you 

say you shut me down ie. when I went to cry because Dad you told me that I disrespected Mum, 
Mum you came into my room and told me to 'get back out there'. 

  
Now you may be just deleting my emails as I know you said you didn't want anymore from me - 
however that would just confirm to me yet again that you don't want to hear how I feel. You 

both want me in your life but on your terms ie. we can only speak about what doesn't upset 
you. 

  
I want an honest relationship with you both, so I will say how I feel. You are both so angry that 
you don't even see the damage and pain you are causing. I fail to see what I have done - I have 

not shut you down, I have not yelled and sworn at you, I have not been rude and abusive to 
your partner, I have not projected fear and anger onto you about your life decisions - all of 

these things you have done to me, and still you want to believe that I have harmed you. I have 
tried to be honest about my feelings about the Divine Love Path, about how I feel about AJ, 
about how I feel about your attitudes to me and him. AJ has done not a thing to you. He sent 

you ONE email - which made valid points but you were just so offended that someone would 
dare point anything out to you that you didn't even consider the content. Tell me - how do you 

learn and grow if you are only willing to hear about yourself from yourself? Neither of you have 
had any understanding of what AJ has been through, his hurt about your judgement and 
cynicism about him. You have no compassion for him. You have treated him like an agressor 

which he is not. 
  

Anyway I don't have any faith anymore that either of you are listening to what I am writing to 
you but I need to find my voice and since you hang up on me this would appear to be the only 
avenue to do that. I hurt that my family has rejected me - called me stupid and crazy, and 

become defensive the minute I reflect my frustration and sadness about your shut downs. 
  

Please don't contact me again unless you are able to listen to me with an open heart. Until you 
stop being angry with me I won't see you. If you do then you are welcome to visit us, our 

address is: 71 O'Dea Rd, Wilkesdale. 
  
Mary 

 
Mary's comment: Again no response! 
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Email Record 7 (Commencing 20091224) 
 
24 December 2009 18:09 

Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com>  
To: maryluck@gmail.com 
Subject: For you…. 

 
Hi Marz, 

Love you always no matter what .Have a great Christmas and a wonderful 2010. 
DAD. 

 
Holiday Wishes for you (short video) 
 

 
28 December 2009 11:22 

Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>   
To: Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Bcc: alanjohnmiller@gmail.com 

Subject: For you…. 
 

Hi Dad, 
 
I don't feel loved by you. Love would accept my life choices, my life partner - without ridicule, 

judgement or anger. 
 

As I have said to you before - while you and Mum remain angry and in judgement of AJ and 
myself I can't be a part of your life. You have chosen to remain in this and to condone harsh 
treatment of us from others, including Josh. You may say you are no longer angry but I know 

that you feel justified in being angry, especially at AJ. Anger is never justified and by continuing 
to blame AJ you are just avoiding your own painful emotions, and avoiding dealing with your 

relationship with me. 
 
For myself I feel I am much closer to a place of forgiveness with all of you and I am grateful for 

my developing relationship with God for this as this gives me courage to face the immense grief 
inside of me. However even when I truly forgive I will still not be a part of your lives until you 

are willing to apologise to us both. To do anything else would not be loving me or AJ - how can I 
seek the company of people who judge us and even feel its OK to treat the person I love the 
most in a horrible and condescending way? 

 
Mary 

 
 
Mary's comment: Again no response. 
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Email Record 8 (Commencing 20100112) 
 
12 January 2010 14:04 

Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com>  
To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 
Cc: Mum and Dad <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Bcc: alanjohnmiller@gmail.com 
Subject: our discussion 

 
Josh, 

 
You can exercise your free will in whatever way you wish but I am also allowed to say how that 
feels for me.. and right now it feels very painful that you would want to harm me so much. I 

can't see how you can call your actions to damage the character of the man I love and destroy 
what I want for my life as loving. If you feel you have a higher truth to teach - why don't you 

start talking to people about that? instead of inviting others to attack us? 
 
I made the decision yesterday I will no longer be looking at your postings on the internet. I 

prefer to focus my energies on my relationship with God and with others who desire to express 
love in their lives. So the internet will not be a way to send me inadvertent messages from now 

on. 
 
I hope one day you will see the harm you are causing me and others through your innuendo and 

misrepresentation of the truth. I truly hope that you will find a way to be at peace with yourself. 
But all of these things are just hopes and I respect your free will to be unloving and cruel, as 

you currently are expressing on your bizarre forum and no doubt in many other places. 
 
You are my brother and we have lived together and shared many experiences over many years. 

I am astounded that you feel that I could now be a person who feels they are superior to others. 
In my life I have always felt so drawn to serve others and to champion the respect and love of 

every single person on this planet. This has not changed, in fact I feel even more strongly about 
this now. 
 

Because I say you are being cruel and vindictive does not mean I think I am better than you. 
But I am allowed to speak out against harmful emotions and actions towards me and my 

partner. You seem to feel that you 'know what goes on' at our groups - that everyone is 
worshipping AJ - this is not the case and in fact belies many of your FEARS which are not the 
truth. 

 
Anyway I have said enough and I doubt that you have even read most of what I have said. I 

realize that it is pointless discussing things with you because your mind is made up, but I am 
allowed to stand for myself and say how much I hurt as a result of your actions. Since you feel 
that I have ruined, wrecked and damaged our family perhaps you could ask yourself the 

following: 
 

When has Mary attacked me, my beliefs, my lifestyle? 
When has Mary belittled my partner? 

When has Mary put conditions on how she is willing to see me ie without my partner? 
When has Mary questioned my own assessment of my personal life, including the character of 
my partner? 

When has Mary ever tried to control my relationships by deriding my partner and questioning 
my own assessment of what is good for me? 
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When has Mary ever made me responsible for her emotions regarding the changes I am making 
in my life? eg. saying that by doing what I want to do I am ruining her life 

 
These actions have all been directed at me from you and from Mum and Dad and they feel 

hurtful and destructive to me. I am simply trying to live my life. You all disagree with what I 
believe and as I have said from the beginning I can and have respected that. However all of you 

have tried to make me responsible for how you feel about my relationship, my beliefs and my 
actions. Since I have never openly or privately attacked any of you I find it hard to understand 
how you all feel that I harmed you so much.  

As you now are very interested in free will, you will understand that I am allowed to exercise my 
free will to not be in contact with people who attack me, my beliefs or my partner. This is all I 

have done. 
 
Mary 

 
 

12 January 2010 18:00 
Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>  
To: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com> 

Cc: Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: our discussion 

 
Mary, 
  

The word truth in the English langauge, refers to something that is constant or is an obsolute..  
e.g. the subject in point is either true or it is not true.. two options only. 

  
To say something has a higher or lesser "truth" than something else is impossible, or an 
incorrect usage of the word if you are to speak English. 

  
A "higher truth"?  Is that not what is called an oxymoron?.. 

  
If what yourself and AJ are "teaching" is something that can have varying levels, then perhaps 
use a word other than "truth" becasue the way DLP people use it, it's obviously not being used 

properly.  
  

Indeed AJ needs to destroy this word because it is the truth that he really doesn't want you to 
know. 
  

I think the misuse of the word "truth" in your religion is something that bamboozles a lot of 
people who listen, and to AJ's advantage, once he makes people forget about the true definition 

of the word (and its appropriate usage in english), it enables AJ to lie a great deal.  
  

It works like a charm because people still have a cultural conditioning to associate their trust to 
the word "truth".  So there is no doubt a false sense of security when people are told outrageous 
things under a wash of phrases such as "higher truth","more truth" or "lots of truth" when 

really, no fact has been stated at all.  
  

"Good god there is so much truth in here.. how could it possibly be wrong?" 
  
Just something for you to think about.  

  
Josh. 
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12 January 2010 18:01 

Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com>  
To: Mary Luck <maryluck@gmail.com> 

Cc: Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: our discussion 

 
*an absolute 
 

 
Tuesday, 12 January 2010 3:17 PM 

From: Joshua Luck [mailto:hosway@gmail.com] 
To: aj@divinetruth.com 
Subject: Its never too late to come clean. 

 
Alan, 

  
You are a liar, you know this, I know this. 
The difference is, I do not have to hide from the fact that you are a liar. 

  
It seems you try and make the issue of me pointing it out to be something between Mary and I. 

When my motivations for raising awareness are based on the lies that YOU preach. 
I have no real gripe with Mary, I understand the situation here, and I know that you need 
conflict within our family because it insulates you from the truth. 

  
Your attempts to use Mary as a smoke screen will fail..  

  
I have freedom of speech, I will express my opinions.. 
  

The truth comes out.. 
  

You know it is never too late to come clean and admit that you know you are not Jesus. 
  
Josh. 

 
 

12 January 2010 21:22 
AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>   
Reply-To: aj@divinetruth.com 

To: Joshua Luck <hosway@gmail.com> 
Subject: Laughs (I Came Clean Before I Met You) 

 
Hello there Josh 

  
Well, reasonableness seems to be something that has deserted you my friend. Also, from what I 
see, when Mary tries to discuss something with you, you just ignore all of her points completely. 

Is this going to make Mary "see" that you love her? 
  

From what Mary has shown me of what you have posted on the internet, you appear to be 
telling far more lies than I have ever told my entire life. I feel pretty sorry for you, because I 
know you are in fear & pain, but I also know that the pain you are in has nothing to do with me. 

Your parents knew who I was saying I am far before they ever introduced you and Mary to me. 
You only began to treat me badly when I pointed out to your parents that their treatment of 
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their own daughter was no longer loving (getting angry, swearing at her etc). Your parents only 
began to get upset with me when I began to date Mary. So it appears to me that you are just 

coming to your parents rescue, rather than really considering Mary's feelings at all. Perhaps if 
you listen to her, Josh, you would find that Mary is her own woman, just as she has always 

been. It seems quite crazy to me that you believe differently when you have known her your 
entire life. Obviously you do not know her as much as you seem to think you do! She has her 

own phone, and (laughs) total access to the home phone, call her anytime if you really want to 
hear the truth from her. I doubt that you do though. 
  

I told people I am Jesus 5 years before I met you, do you really think that I am going to change 
my feelings just because you think I am a liar? Do you also think that I am going to be affected 

by how much you project anger, rage, resentment and ridiculous untrue accusations at me? All 
you are doing, Josh, is making people more interested in listening to me, because most of the 
people who see what you have written judge it as completely unreasonable, and can see that 

Mary is reasonable, while you are not, and this attracts them to listen even more. By you 
creating more drama, more people become interested. So it seems to me you a just harming 

your own cause. 
  
I am Jesus, Josh, and you believing I am not makes no difference to me. Mary sees me every 

moment of the day, and she knows who I am. She also knows she is free to go whenever she 
wants, but I doubt she would be calling on your door anytime soon even if she does leave me. 

She is none too impressed with your treatment of her. 
  
I just don't want much to do with a person who seems to have gone off the deep end from an 

emotional perspective, which I feel you have. You can keep doing what you are doing, but in the 
end, you will just exhaust yourself and not gain what you are hoping to achieve. 

  
Please grow up, and own your own emotions rather than damaging other people with them! 
  

But, go ahead with your freedom of speech, Josh, and in the end you will realize that you are 
just damaging yourself more than anyone else. 

  
I hope you change for your own happiness, but I can see at the moment this is unlikely. Isn't it 
painful being in anger all the time, and doesn't trying to ruin my life just end up in you being 

obsessed with my life? It is comforting to know that everything I do is watched by you (you're 
my own Guardian Angel!), but it does really seem a waste of your life. Surely you could get on 

with enjoying your own life instead? 
  
Cheers for now 

AJ 
 

 
Tue, Jan 12, 2010 at 11:22 PM  

From: Joshua Luck [mailto:hosway@gmail.com] 
To: aj@divinetruth.com 
Subject: Laughs (I Came Clean Before I Met You) 

 
Ha Ha nice try... 

I'm a problem for you that is not going away. A consistency with you AJ is that when somebody 
is making you uncomfortable and they get close to the truth, you start to sing like a bird. 
You were really pulling all stops out then mate werent you. Carefull though,that email was 

almost a bit malicious. 
not very Christ like :) 
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13 January 2010 08:57 

AJ <aj@divinetruth.com>  
To: Hosway <hosway@gmail.com> 

Subject: Laughs (I Came Clean Before I Met You) 
 

Ah, Josh 
 
Laughs 

 
Well, Josh, as usual you cannot address any issue, either those Mary raises, or those I raise! 

 
I don't want you to go away, Josh, I am perfectly happy to have you in my life. I think the 
problem is that you do not want me in your life, or in the life of your sister, and you are willing 

to attempt to control, manipulate and badger your sister in order to achieve that. That is not 
very loving to her, and, as I have said before, and will keep on saying, it would be better if you 

began to love her instead of doing things that cause your sister turmoil. Your sister lets you 
make your own decisions about your life. What emotions in you cause you to not be able to do 
her the same honour? 

 
I am perfectly happy for you to continue to do what you are doing for the rest of your life. I find 

them quite helpful to help me deal with my emotions about people who attack me, so you are 
actually doing me a favour. You do not know it, but you are being heavily manipulated by spirits 
who want you to keep on attacking me for as long as they want, and they are doing me a favour 

as well by helping me work through emotions that prevent me from doing even more work with 
teaching than I am currently doing. I find it quite sad how heavily influenced by them you are, 

even so much that your own personality has appeared to change, and you are able to justify 
actions towards your sister that you previously would never have even contemplated. 
 

As for your sarcasm, well, its just a defense for your fear. What are you so afraid of? The only 
way you can "loose" your sister is by treating her how you are currently treating her. By your 

own actions, you and your parents are isolating your sister, and knowing her as I do, she is not 
going to put up with actions and stay connected with her family. She wants a connection with 
you josh, but just not on your own terms. 

 
Anyway, I am happy to have a reasonable discussion with you at any time, but when Mary or 

myself reason with you, you just go into defensive sarcasm rather than addressing the real 
issue, which is your own attempt to control Mary and get her to do what you want. 
 

Cheers for now 
AJ 

 
 

13 January 2010 10:25 
From: Joshua Luck [mailto:hosway@gmail.com] 
To: aj@divinetruth.com 

Subject: Laughs (I Came Clean Before I Met You) 
 

 
Alan,  
I stopped talking about Mary.. remember?  
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You are so hung up on her.. you just keep wheeling her out in front of you.. "unloving" I would 
say. 

  
I wouldnt be surprised if I get another nasty phone call from her.. defending your honour...  

  
Hey remember how it was Mary that rang me yesturday and again Mary that emailed me?.. and 

not the other way around.. Remember how Mary was yelling expletives at me?..  
.. such anger.. 
  

Come on mate... stop trying to change the subject.  
  

Your lies are the reason I emailed you, and to deliver you a reminder that you will be exposed.. 
To remind you that the truth does come out..  
  

and.. you know this..  
it amazes me that you persist.. I guess you are in too deep to back out now. 

  
Which is why you are running your mouth off so desperately..  
  

:) 
  

BTW, When you write, you put your foot in it over and over again.  
It is clear to see that you have all the weaknesses that you claim to be immune to... or have 
"worked through".. 

  
fear, anger, hatred, rage, manipulation and lies 

  
The truth is on my side, not yours, you know it.. it is really that simple..  
  

You are not Jesus and you are manipulating people, people are starting to realize it, they will 
leave you. 

  
Josh. 
 

 
13 January 2010 14:54 

From: Joshua Luck [mailto:hosway@gmail.com] 
To: aj@divinetruth.com 
Subject: Laughs (I Came Clean Before I Met You) 

 
My message has been delivered. 

  
Your false claims and indeed your entire persona affect many people's lives negatively.  

  
Read down, I told you why I emailed you already.. I never denied it... be carefull with your 
haste. 

  
We are both looking forward to the truth coming out. 
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Email Record 9 (Commencing 20121203) 
 
Email Exchange With Family 

Commencing 20121203 
 
3 December 2012 10:09 

Mary <mary@divinetruth.com>   
To: Mum and Dad <capitallucks@hotmail.com>, Hosway Man <hosway@gmail.com> 

Bcc: Alan John Miller <alanjohnmiller@gmail.com> 
Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 

 
Hi Mum, 
 

I got your letters and your delivery last week. 
 

Regarding my stuff: I wrote to you, Dad and Josh many years ago to say that I would come and 
collect my stuff from you (and from Josh) if you allocated a time for me to do it when I would 
not be bullied and harassed. Otherwise I nominated that it could all be taken to the op-shop. 

 
No-one ever responded to my email so I had assumed that you had all opted to take it to the 

op-shop. I took responsibility for my possessions back then. Your lack of response implied that 
you had decided to not give me time and space to collect my belongings when you weren’t 
there, so it was reasonable on my part to assume you had given the belongings away. 

 
I decided a long time ago that I wouldn’t put myself in situations such as I was in a few times, 

where the two or three of you got to stand or sit around and put all of your insults of me and AJ, 
your judgements, nasty comments and your fear based predictions for my life onto me, while I 
was trapped by a physical location or a situation. Your doing this in the past hurt me a lot and I 

am now sure that I only want to see you in circumstances where we are both free to leave 
whenever we want to. 

 
I have also been very clear with you that if you wish to come to my home then you need to be 
in a place of respect for both AJ and I. Since you don’t seem to have changed in any of your 

feelings towards either of us I would have to question how you felt it was OK to come to our 
home unannounced as you did? You don’t seem to actually listen to or respect any of my 

wishes. 
 
Had I been home on the day that you came I would have liked the opportunity to speak to you 

about these things in person. I happened to be called into town on the day that you came – I 
was only away for a little under an hour and a half but that must have been all the time it took 

for you to come and write your letter and drop the stuff off. 
 

****** 

 
You have told me that you don’t want to receive any more letters from me, and lately I’ve 

noticed that you have resorted to even telling me that I can only answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to your 
text messages. Yet you continue to say that you love me and want to see me. That is a very 

strange contradiction. 
 
You are basically trying to control my expression, while at the same time telling me that you 

love me and want to see me. What would you want to do if you saw me? Just have me not say 
anything? This certainly doesn’t lead me to feel loved – in fact it is not love to try to control a 

person. 
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In fact it’s pretty clear to me that you aren’t actually interested in a relationship with me. If you 

were you would want to know me, and hear from me. Since you still insist that you want to see 
me (at the same time making it clear that you don’t want to hear from me) the only logical 

conclusion is that you want to see me for some selfish reason of your own or to just look at me? 
You obviously don’t want to have any kind of adult conversation with me. 

 
Mum, I don’t harass you or force my communications onto you. I know that you don’t want to 
hear from me so I only communicate with you by letter, phone or email when you or Dad have 

initiated contact with me. But I won’t be controlled in how I respond to you. If you contact me I 
have the right to say what I feel and to respond in a way that respects my own feelings and free 

will. I certainly won’t be dictated to as to what and how I say things. 
 
Also, just because you are my mother doesn’t mean that you have a ‘right’ to see me – and 

especially not if you choose to disregard my own space, feeling and expression. As I have said 
to you in the past in, the way you handled my decisions to explore the possibility of who I am 

and to pursue a relationship with AJ was very hurtful towards me and very angry, insulting, 
derisive and just plain nasty towards AJ. 
 

By distancing myself from you after that, I did what any person with any level of self respect 
would do. I don’t have to put up with bad treatment from anyone – even and especially not from 

my own mother. 
 
Also, I don’t have to be around people who wish to insult, harm or harass the person I love the 

most. I know that you wouldn’t be around someone who had continuous, unfounded ill-
intentions and rage towards Dad, and yet you expect me to be around you when you feel this 

way towards AJ. That is not even an ethical stance to take. 
 
I remain respectful of you and Dad. I don’t bad mouth you to others. When I am asked I do tell 

the truth about how you have acted towards AJ and I and what I feel about that. I don’t do it in 
a nasty or derogatory way. 

 
You have been quite rejecting and harsh and I don’t lie about that, but I also don’t make it my 
business to play ‘poor me’ or try to garner sympathy from others. I suspect you and Dad do not 

pay myself or AJ the same respect and yet we are simply living our lives in the way that we 
desire. We have not harmed you. You have been the ones who have judged and rejected both of 

us. 
 

***** 

 
You keep insisting that you love me Mum but right now I can feel how angry you are with me. 

So telling me platitudes like ‘I will always love you’ are nothing more than platitudes and feel 
completely meaningless to me. I would far prefer your honesty which is that you blame AJ and I 

for your current discomfort and you would like me to go back to being the daughter you always 
had. 
 

The truth is that I have changed a great deal, I don’t actually want to go back to the person I 
was. I like myself much more now. I feel positive and healthy. I determine what happens in my 

life based on what I want and how I feel, rather than on what ‘Mum and Dad’ approve of, or 
what others might think of me. 
 

Actions speak louder than words Mum and here are your actions over the past four and a half 
years: 
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- In response to me telling you that I wanted to have a relationship with AJ, you told me 

repetitively that ‘you cannot handle’ this. This tells me that you are more interested in your 
own ability to cope with my life, than you are in my personal happiness in my life. You have 

blamed me for your fearful response to what I have chosen. 
 

- You supported Josh in his hateful actions towards AJ on the internet – Dad told me there 
was love in these actions. If this is your definition of love then I do not want a part of 
relationships based on this principle that includes bullying, slander, and attack as aspects of 

love. 
 

- You tried to pressure me into not following my own heart which was to be with AJ and to 
explore the path of divine truth. You did this through your words, actions and emotions. 

 

- You have told family that you cannot attend a wedding while AJ is in attendance, resulting 
in them reneging on their own personal invite of AJ to the wedding. Since AJ has done 

nothing to them or you, this was not only highly unjust, but also a blatant disregard of my 
own desires and personal happiness in favour of your own comfort. 

 

- You have verbally abused AJ to his face (in private and in front of me), and attacked him to 
me, and I have little doubt that you have derided him to others as well. This is all because 

my relationship with you has changed and you wish to have a scapegoat for this change (in 
looking at myself and in desiring to heal myself I have become more honest, and this has 
given you the opportunity to look at yourself as well. You have rejected that opportunity – 

which is Ok with me, but you can’t stop me trying to heal myself, I want that too much and 
part of that means facing the past and honouring the truth of it). Again you are more 

interested in finding someone to blame for your discomfort than in the truth that 1. AJ has 
never harmed you and 2. your own daughter has decided to heal and grow and that is a 
good thing for her 

 
- You have expected me to still see you while you carry hateful, angry, judgemental and 

unjust feelings towards the man I love and have chosen to be with. This means that while in 
your company I am expected to absorb these feelings, which are completely insulting and 
unjust towards him but are also not based in any truth about him or me or what has 

occurred. This is a suffocating and unloving situation to be placed in personally and yet you 
have absolutely no care or regard for how that must feel for me. You simply believe that 

you should be able to see me and still carry those feelings - which come out of you very 
strongly - towards someone who I love and who loves me very much. 

 

- You have ignored my requests to only contact me or come to my home when you are in a 
state where you can be respectful of my feelings, to be able to see the error in the way that 

you have treated both AJ and myself over the past 4 ½ years, and to feel sorry for this 
behaviour. As yet you have still not dealt with your anger with AJ, and you continue to 

believe you have a ‘right’ to see me, and visit our home without taking any responsibility for 
how much you wish to stifle me and to remain in a rage with AJ. 

 

- Every time I have tried to raise these issues with you in person, you, or Dad, have told me I 
am disrespectful, not listening to you and/ or just wrong. Even now you are trying to control 

how I communicate with you and even what I say to you e.g. telling me I may only use a 
‘yes or no’ response to your text messages. The only way I have been able to express these 
things has been to write them in a letter which I wrote in response to a series of text 

messages from Dad, and you have now told me that you do not want anymore letters even 
when it is you who is again initiating contact with me. It just tells me that you want me in 
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your life on your own terms, terms that mean you get to say how I behave and what I 
express, while you also are allowed to say whatever you want - including that I have 

created this situation between us (which is a total rejection of the truth of how you have 
behaved) - and that you have only ever loved me (even if there is blatant evidence to the 

contrary) These are not terms I am willing to agree to. 
 

All of the above actions apparently meet your definition of love. This is highly concerning and 
even disturbing to me. In fact, these actions are selfish and motivated by your anger and your 
desire to have control over what I do in my life. They are not actions of love or nurture or 

support. 
 

Anyway I have stated all these things to you before and I know that you don’t want to shift from 
your own firmly held definitions of reality which you refuse to revise even in the face of much 
evidence to the contrary. 

 
I feel sadder than I can possibly express that I don’t have a mother who wants to know me, or 

one who cares about my own personal happiness. 
 
You can choose not to read my letters Mum but if you initiate contact with me I will respond in 

the way that I desire to – not in the way you dictate. 
 

I am certainly not harassing you, or forcing my way into your life, or demanding that you see 
things a certain way. I only have contact with you when you initiate it and at those times I only 
reflect to you the truth of what has happened. 

 
I wish that I could say that I was hopeful that you and Dad might decide to reflect on how harsh 

you have been towards me in this life transition, or that you may consider becoming more kind 
towards us, but at the moment I feel only grief that I have to be so direct with both of you and 
that even then neither of you care to self-reflect. 

 
It didn’t have to be this way but your continued disrespect of my feelings and my desires for my 

own life has meant that I have realised that I need to stand up for myself in the most honest 
and clear way I am able. I like my life and I am coming to like who I am. This means that I 
don’t want to have to endure control or derision from anyone – no matter who they are. And 

because I love my partner I will not support or endure unfounded rejection and hatred towards 
him either. 

 
I know that as I grieve the sadness I feel about this situation I will release my last attachments 
to you guys as my family. Everything I once believed about our family has proven to be false. 

 
Its strange to feel like an orphan while your ‘parents’ are still living – but I do also believe that 

God is my true parent and will love and accept me no matter what or who I choose for my life. 
 

Its still difficult for me that you would have me feel this grief rather than even try to accept who 
I am and what I have chosen but I know that that decision is entirely up to you guys and I can 
only be humble to what the situation brings up in me. 

Mary 
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3 December 2012 18:50 
Hosway <hosway@gmail.com>  

To: mary@divinetruth.com 
Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 

 
I might just post one item back to you Mary (or should I say AJ).. a pair of socks.. one sock for 

each of your mouths.. 
 
The word count on that monstrosity was 2946 words (it's an AJ email).. and not one word was in 

relation to making any arrangements for Mary to get her stuff back.. its easy to see who is being 
unreasonable here. 

 
You could have saved time and reduced that email to the following 3 words: "hateful tone 
intended".. because that is all that came across, I read it, there was no other real content... 

 
I think maybe it is you Mary(AJ) that is having so much trouble dealing with your anger… why 

else would you complain, make accusations and deliberatley try to be hurtful for 2946 words? 
 
You have to admit, it was a disproportionate response.. if you have really taken responsibility 

Mary, then quit complaining about how hard done by you think you are, you're not saying 
anything you haven't said before. 

 
History will consign you both to irrelevance.. and really that is ok.. there is no need to tell the 
world you are Jesus and Mary in order to feel ok about yourselves. Unless of course you require 

some impressionable people to pay for your plane tickets.. tsk tsk.. 
 

Josh. 
 
 

4 December 2012 05:49 
Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com>  

To: "hosway@gmail.com" <hosway@gmail.com>, mary@divinetruth.com 
Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 
 

Blar blar blar blar blar blar. How wonderful it must to sit atop your mountain of self rightousness 
dispensing your jugment ,hatefulness and spite. So that is love.(Miller style).I sent you a text 

wishing you freedom and love and my  desire for you to have a good life thats all. Your reply 
was pages of insults to myself and MY wife. How dare you .If you could be even a fraction of the 
women she is you will be doing very well. How do you come to the conclusion that you say 

nothing about us in public when we open the sunday paper and there is our daughter on the 
front page saying what terrible parents we are. We have been hounded by the press for years 

and have said absolutely nothing until now for fear that we might hurt you. I could go on and on 
but what would be the use.   

 
 Have a great life. 
  

  
Mary,  once again, thanks for your letter and your reflections on our relationship and your life.   

Perhaps one day you will understand where we were coming from, perhaps not.  I will certainly 
not initiate contact with you again.  You make no attempt to understand our position, funny how 
it is all mirror stuff isnt it.  

I still love Mary, my daughter - Mary Magdalene, who is she???????       Mum. 
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4 December 2012 08:37 
Mary <mary@divinetruth.com>  

To: Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 

 
Hi guys, 

 
The only reason I write at length is because there are issues in our relationship that have never 
been resolved. You all want me to skip over them again and again. I do not write from a place of 

spite, judgement or anger. I certainly do not call you names or insult you. I express my feelings 
and the events that have actually happened. I do this with the sincere desire to come to a 

resolution of these events and to honour my own experience. I certainly have an understanding 
of where you are coming from, I just simply don't agree that where you are coming from is just 
or loving. 

 
You continually demonstrate to me that you don't want deal with the issues between us. I write 

at length because I want to be clear - so there can be little room for misunderstanding - 
although you clearly still misunderstand. 
 

I'm sorry that you feel that I am so unkind. I have tried to deal with these issues less directly 
and it got me nowhere. Direct has now led you to not wanting contact with me. Thats OK - I 

haven't initiated contact with you before because I didn't think you wanted to deal with things 
honestly anyway. 
 

I am me, expressing me. Its convenient for you to cast doubt or aspersion on what I say 
because I am with AJ or believe I am Mary Magdalene but in the end you have and do behave in 

a way that is not respectful or loving. I am addressing that with you. Its got nothing to do with 
who I am, or who I love. 
 

I have stated to you over and over again that these are my own thoughts and feelings and the 
fact that you want to ignore that  just saddens me more. Its a way you use to minimalise what I 

feel and say. 
 
I have only contacted you again because you made contact with me - ignoring my previous 

requests of you to only do so when you had reached a place where you were ready to deal with 
the issues in our relationship. 

 
I sincerely wish you all very well, 
 

Mary 
 

Regarding the media - I am personally unaware of any newspaper article that called you bad 
parents. I have certainly never stated that to a journalist. AJ and I have had very little 

interaction with members of the media and I have only ever been truthful when them when I 
have met them. I intend to continue to be honest and open with everyone - including 
journalists. 
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4 December 2012 08:46 
Mary <mary@divinetruth.com>  

To: Hosway <hosway@gmail.com> 
Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 

 
Hi Josh, 

 
I recognise my error is copying you into this email. You haven't contacted me and my policy is 
to only contact you guys when you first initiate it. I only included you because I mentioned 

events that involved you years ago. 
 

I don't feel my response was disproportionate since a lot has gone on that has never been 
addressed. Mum and Dad expect me to ignore those things and just accept that they did their 
best - even while they continue to treat me and AJ the same way. I believe that as human 

beings we can do better than that - i.e. we can see the error of our ways and change. I am clear 
that I don't want relationships with people who use excuses to treat me badly. I am not angry 

about that, just very clear. Experience with all of you has made me clear. 
 
So my letter was not written in compliant. Only to point out the things that need to change 

before we can go on in my relationship with my family. It was written in response to Mum 
ignoring my request to not come into my space or contact me unless she wanted to deal with 

the past. I used a lot of words because I wanted to be clear, thats all. Obviously I wasn't clear 
enough - perhaps I should have used more? 
 

I'm sad that you assign my heart-felt words to AJ. Its a convenient way for you to dismiss what 
I have to say. 

 
I wish you all the best. 
 

Mary 
 

 
4 December 2012 13:24 
Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com>  

To: mary@divinetruth.com, "hosway@gmail.com" <hosway@gmail.com> 
Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 

 
More Blar Blar.You have listened to nothing i have had to say for years (probably never).Why 
should i expeect you would now??I do not want to have any contact with you. 

Any Email sent to us will deteted without reading. 
 

 
4 December 2012 16:30 

Hosway <hosway@gmail.com>  
To: mary@divinetruth.com 
Cc: Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 

Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 
 

Mary, 
 
Perhaps what you really should be saying is... The issues in our relationships have not been 

resolved to a satisfactory level in Mary's eyes according to the level of expectations that Mary 
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has. Your assumptions about our relationships and our motives are actually just as much based 
on your beliefs and your expectations as anybody else's. 

 
Two way streets. 

 
You go to a lot of trouble to remind us that a lot of time has passed and you have changed so 

much. You are a new person. 
 
You are right. 

 
A lot of time has passed and we too have changed a lot. We too, have taken on new life 

endeavours, engaged in new and varied relationships and our perspectives of the world is ever 
changing. I don't think you can claim to be special in that way and I don't think you can claim to 
have an accurate knowledge of our motives and feelings seeing as you really have very little 

knowledge of the people that we are now. 
 

 
IMO..  It is a construct of your own beliefs that you feel you can assign yourself the authority to 
assume knowledge of these things by default. 

 
Assumptions about how loving or honest people are when you have virtually nothing to do with 

them. 
 
You accuse others of being controlling when they send you messages saying they love you..  

and your responses are to send long communications with thousands of words with accusations 
of deprivation of freedom, controlling behaviour, prevention of free will and contradiction of 

action....  and when you sign off on these communications you "wish the best for everybody" as 
if you are coming from a place of good will..     yes disproportionate and contradictory IMO. 
 

You say to me that you think we should all be better human beings than you think we are 
being.. but isn't it our own free will to be whatever kind of human beings we choose to be. It 

seems you have set a standard/expectation of how you think humans should be.. and then you 
are stating that it is a requirement for those who don't  meet your expectations to engage in the 
processing of your grievances with you...  so they can ultimately apologise to you!  If this was 

done to you, I feel you would surely be labelling it unloving and you would be justifying your 
protest by saying you are just standing up for yourself  or "expressing your truth".. or (insert 

buzzword here) .  
 
Sadly due to the nature of the organisation you are involved in, it seems that the only resolution 

you would ultimately consider acceptable is for all of us to swear an oath of fealty to AJ and 
accept him as the highest individual and holder of the most truth about life the universe and 

everything. These seem to be the conditions that you and others you associate with currently 
have to adhere to, why would it be different for us? These conditions actually represent some of 

the most aggressive and controlling behaviour known to man. 
 
If I am wrong I'd love to know the details of what your idea of a resolution would be... and I'd 

be interested to know of anybody who you still associate with on regular basis that doesn't 
finally have to accept AJ as holder of ultimate "truth" in any interaction at any given time on any 

given issue.. (at least without being considered to be in some lower state of 
development/love/being.. or that isn't "unloving" or "in error"  in some way for holding an 
alternate opinion). 
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In fact running through most of your communications is talk about your family having to accept 
their failure / "unloving behaviour"/ shortcomings... or essentially their inferiority because they 

have not sworn fealty to your new beliefs. This seems to be the underlying message. 
 

 
It is funny that in your latest email you say you "simply disagree with where (we) are coming 

from". 
So if I have this straight, it is ok for you to just disagree with whatever you like and still be 
behaving in a "loving" way but when somebody disagrees with an opinion of yours.. and simply 

wishes to state it and leave it be,  they are all of a sudden acting in an "unloving" way and they 
are being "dishonest".. why is the definition of loving always flexible in your favour? 

 
It would be my preference that you refrain from making accusations of contradiction of action, 
dishonesty and unloving behaviour if you choose to speak in this way. 

 
Josh. 

 
 
5 December 2012 11:42 

Mary <mary@divinetruth.com>   
To: Hosway <hosway@gmail.com> 

Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 
 
Hi Josh, I have responded to you in blue below. 

 
Mary, 

 
Perhaps what you really should be saying is... The issues in our relationships have not been 
resolved to a satisfactory level in Mary's eyes according to the level of expectations that Mary 

has. Your assumptions about our relationships and our motives are actually just as much based 
on your beliefs and your expectations as anybody else's. 

 
Two way streets. 
 

As far as I can see Josh, it’s OK for me to say that things haven’t been resolved to satisfactory 
level for me to be in your lives again. I do feel that and I am OK with that. I’m not saying any of 

you should change or should do anything. I’m simply saying that for me to have a relationship 
with any of you things need to be resolved to my satisfaction. 
 

I’m OK with you choosing to not do that –super OK with it by now. 
 

It’s my life; I’m allowed to choose what happens in it. I don’t believe that what I see as 
resolution would be seen as unreasonable in the eyes of many but that’s not even really the 

point. 
 
Things have happened in our relationships which have caused me to not want to endure your 

behaviour towards me or towards AJ any longer. In order for me to want to be in your lives 
again things must be resolved to my satisfaction. That’s my choice because it’s my life. I don’t 

see a problem with that. 
 
You go to a lot of trouble to remind us that a lot of time has passed and you have changed so 

much. You are a new person. 
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Actually I didn’t go to a lot of trouble to mention this Josh. I wrote it in one sentence and only 
because I can feel that Mum would like me to go back to the way I was – accepting her control 

of our interactions – rather than just be as I would like to be now. I don’t want to do that and 
because I have changed it would be nigh on impossible for me to do it. 

 
You are right. 

 
A lot of time has passed and we too have changed a lot. We too, have taken on new life 
endeavours, engaged in new and varied relationships and our perspectives of the world is ever 

changing. I don't think you can claim to be special in that way and I don't think you can claim to 
have an accurate knowledge of our motives and feelings seeing as you really have very little 

knowledge of the people that we are now. 
 
I wasn’t trying to make out that I am special by changing. Simply, that I have changed and I 

can’t go back to the way things used to be. 
 

I am aware that you guys are doing many things that I have no idea about and that your lives 
may have changed. But this is not what my point has been – in communicating with Mum and 
Dad I am always just saying that the way that they have treated AJ and I, and the way they 

continue to feel about us, is not loving or kind. This is evidenced in their behaviour and words. 
 

I firmly believe that they don’t have to be loving or kind towards us – but that I am allowed to 
say that I don’t want to have them in my life while they are neither loving nor kind towards one 
or both of us. I believe that this is reasonable. I don’t attempt to enter your lives, change your 

minds, judge the way you live, force you to see it my way or stipulate that you must share my 
beliefs. I know that you feel that I do that, but I simply do not. 

 
I only communicate when communicated with by one of you. Since I met AJ I have always 
stated that I have no expectation that any of you believe who he or I are, share our belief 

systems, or do things in the same way that we do. I have only ever stated that by trying to 
change my mind (quite forcefully at times), being derogatory and false about our lives, and 

generally being angry at me for my choices, you guys are not showing me love or respect and 
that I don’t want that in my life. Again to me this seems very simple, very clear, seems 
reasonable. 

 
IMO..  It is a construct of your own beliefs that you feel you can assign yourself the authority to 

assume knowledge of these things by default. 
 
I haven’t ‘assigned’ any knowledge – I’m basing my statements on past and current actions and 

words (many of them are documented in letters and emails). I state clearly the issues I have in 
our relationships. I know that all of you continue to feel that your behaviour towards me has 

been  justified and right – otherwise you would have done something differently by now or at 
least stated to me that you can see that what you did in the past was not right. Since that 

hasn’t happened and similar behaviour continues, it is fair for me to say that there is a lack of 
respect for my choices as it is still being played out. 
 

Assumptions about how loving or honest people are when you have virtually nothing to do with 
them. 

 
As I said – no assumptions here, just evidence based in actions and words. If you read my email 
you would have seen that I described the actions and words that I have issue with.  
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You accuse others of being controlling when they send you messages saying they love you..  
and your responses are to send long communications with thousands of words with accusations 

of deprivation of freedom, controlling behaviour, prevention of free will and contradiction of 
action....  and when you sign off on these communications you "wish the best for everybody" as 

if you are coming from a place of good will..     yes disproportionate and contradictory IMO. 
 

I don’t feel the need to rehash my letter to Dad with you. I was clear in that communication as 
to why his actions were not ones of love but of blatant steam-rolling of my feelings in preference 
for his own. 

 
Briefly, Dad sent me not one, but a series of text messages proclaiming his love and best wishes 

for me, while ignoring the fact that I have asked him to only contact me when he is ready to 
discuss the unloving actions and feelings he has towards AJ and I. When I raised those issues in 
my text response he ignored it, along with my letter. I am totally OK that he didn’t wish to 

respond however the action does display further that he only wants to say words of ‘love’ and 
not actually communicate about real issues (which I believe a person who truly loved and cared 

would do). 
 
I’m not sure what you feel a proportionate response would be? I’m not accustomed to this line 

of reasoning. When does one need to measure the number of words responding based on the 
number of words said? In my relationship with Dad I am responding to the events that have 

transpired over 5 years, which include his verbal abuse of both myself and of AJ on a number of 
occasions. If we measured a ‘proportionate response’ to all of his communications with me I 
could perhaps be saying a lot more. However, as I said, I am still unclear as to the exact 

definition of a ‘proportionate response’ in this or any context. 
 

I do believe that speaking up honestly and sincerely is in the best interests of everyone and I do 
sincerely wish you, Mum and Dad good lives. I don’t see that talking about past events and my 
feelings about them as insults or accusations. I don’t really understand how people can have 

close relationships without being able to talk about their feelings and things that happen. 
 

That I am raising painful feelings and events that have involved conflict seems to be very 
traumatic and offensive for all of you, yet to me relationships must be based in truth and 
openness. Since you have all taken a very harsh and at times aggressive stance with me since I 

met AJ, if I to move on from this towards resolution I will be making reference to these events 
and acknowledging the pain that they caused in me. 

 
Because you have all indicated that you don’t wish to speak about these things with me, I only 
raise them when one of you approaches me with the desire for a relationship with me. In order 

to re-establish any kind of loving connection with you it is necessary for me to speak from a 
place of honesty about what has happened. The alternative is to attempt relationships with all of 

you that overlook past unloving and bullying treatment of me and AJ, and to ignore your current 
feelings of rage etc towards us. I simply don’t know how that would work? I would have to 

absorb a lot of ill-will and simply… I don’t know…. accept platitudes of ‘love’. 
 
It’s not appealing to me. 

 
 

You say to me that you think we should all be better human beings than you think we are 
being.. but isn't it our own free will to be whatever kind of human beings we choose to be. It 
seems you have set a standard/expectation of how you think humans should be.. and then you 

are stating that it is a requirement for those who don't  meet your expectations to engage in the 
processing of your grievances with you...  so they can ultimately apologise to you!  If this was 
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done to you, I feel you would surely be labelling it unloving and you would be justifying your 
protest by saying you are just standing up for yourself  or "expressing your truth".. or (insert 

buzzword here) .  
 

Actually I didn’t say that I think you should be better in any way. I just said that I believe it is 
possible for each of us to admit our mistakes and move on, to learn from the past. 

 
I absolutely agree that each of you is able to make a choice to act in whatever way you choose. 
This is exactly why I don’t approach any of you about these issues. I feel it’s up to you to do 

what you want, and that you are perfectly able to go on feeling badly towards AJ and I for as 
long as you want to. I only speak about these things when Mum or Dad approach me and want 

some form of contact with me, because I am also able to make choices and I choose to not have 
harsh feelings and judgement of me and my partner as an OK part of my close relationships. I 
feel that this is a measure not of my judgement of others but of my self respect. 

 
I actually have engaged with people who feel that I have done them harm – many times in fact. 

In some cases I have apologised since I could see that what I had done was not kind or loving. I 
don’t believe myself to be a perfect person, nor do I expect others to be perfect. I do feel that if 
people have an attitude of care and desire to love and grow that any issue in relationships can 

be resolved. 
 

I have the feeling that you think I am demanding some sort of grovelling or supplication on the 
part of yourselves. I don’t feel that way at all. I just feel that when someone is sincere about 
wanting to have a relationship of mutual respect and to cease longstanding anger, slander, and 

attack, that this becomes evident in their words, actions and attitude. I have never felt or seen 
evidence of that from you, Mum or Dad and I would need to in order to have a relationship with 

any of you again. To me this really doesn’t seem unreasonable; it seems clear, logical and based 
on creating a situation that is sustainable and loving for everyone involved. 
 

Sadly due to the nature of the organisation you are involved in, it seems that the only resolution 
you would ultimately consider acceptable is for all of us to swear an oath of fealty to AJ and 

accept him as the highest individual and holder of the most truth about life the universe and 
everything. These seem to be the conditions that you and others you associate with currently 
have to adhere to, why would it be different for us? These conditions actually represent some of 

the most aggressive and controlling behaviour known to man. 
 

Josh, I’m sorry but this kind of makes me laugh, not at you, but just because the statement is 
so absurd. These are not the conditions that are required to be a part of our life. 
 

Many people we know and associate with don’t share our beliefs in the slightest, and even 
people who do share them most certainly do not hold AJ in some kind of ‘lordship’ role in their 

lives. The people we know and associate with have their own lives, they do what they like and 
they certainly disagree with us frequently. It’s not a problem. My life is certainly not punctuated 

by aggression or control. 
 
I myself disagree with AJ frequently and we manage to maintain a very loving, caring and 

growing relationship. 
 

 
If I am wrong I'd love to know the details of what your idea of a resolution would be... and I'd 
be interested to know of anybody who you still associate with on regular basis that doesn't 

finally have to accept AJ as holder of ultimate "truth" in any interaction at any given time on any 
given issue.. (at least without being considered to be in some lower state of 
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development/love/being.. or that isn't "unloving" or "in error"  in some way for holding an 
alternate opinion). 

 
My idea of a resolution which I have sort of described above would be: 

 
1. That I am not expected to endure your blatant accusations of untruth about AJ and I as fact. 

Many things you have written about us on the internet are simply lies (and if need be, I can 
evidence them as lies). 
 

In order to have relationship with you personally again, I would need for you to be open to the 
truth about us and to not continue to justify the spreading of lies about us. In order for you to 

stop doing that you would have to acknowledge inside of yourself that what you did was wrong 
(I’m not saying that that is my condition, I am saying that any person who changes their actions 
in a sincere and positive way recognises that there was a problem with their previous actions. 

This is what leads them to change). 
 

2. I would need to feel that your desire to attack AJ and to ridicule our characters and lifestyle 
had changed. i.e. that you wouldn’t continue to do these things. I don’t mind if you disagree but 
to send us tirades about how unethical and immoral we are (as you have done in the past, or 

published them on the internet) is something else entirely and I would not have contact with 
you while you felt this was OK or continued to do it. 

 
You would need to not continue in past behaviour of trying to pressure me to change my life or 
partner. Again, this would have to involve on your part some acknowledgment that your doing 

this in the past was not kind, respectful or loving. Without that acknowledgement or apology it is 
perfectly reasonable for me to assume that those things might happen again – since you can’t 

actually acknowledge any error in them you would feel justified in them on another occasion. 
 
To put it very simply: 

 
To engage with people who have treated me unkindly and unlovingly in the past, without them 

recognising that behaviour as in any way wrong, puts me at risk of the same behaviour (since 
the people involved do not see an error in the past behaviour). 
 

I am not saying that the people must change their behaviour or beliefs but if I care for myself 
then I will not subject myself to situations where people are likely to treat me in the same 

unkind ways again and again. 
 
These people are likely to do this because until they recognise the past behaviour was unkind, 

they don’t actually see a problem with it. 
 

In the case of you, Mum and Dad, some of the behaviour that is unloving has never even ceased 
i.e. you all continue to feel justified in being angry with AJ and he has never done anything to 

any of you. Mum and Dad continue to initiate contact with me (and even come to our home) 
while they have these very angry feelings towards him. I would be ignoring a lot of self-respect 
and respect for my partner if I were to engage in a relationship with people who are still actively 

angry at us in our own home. 
 

 
In fact running through most of your communications is talk about your family having to accept 
their failure / "unloving behaviour"/ shortcomings... or essentially their inferiority because they 

have not sworn fealty to your new beliefs. This seems to be the underlying message. 
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Nope, as I have said it is not because they do not share my beliefs. I know that and am totally 
fine with it. 

 
My issue is that they seem to feel justified in being angry and mean about my partner and what 

I believe. I do feel that they need stop this before I will have them in my life. There is no 
underlying message – just this very clear and obvious one. 

 
I do not believe that my family is inferior to me. 
 

It is funny that in your latest email you say you "simply disagree with where (we) are coming 
from". 

So if I have this straight, it is ok for you to just disagree with whatever you like and still be 
behaving in a "loving" way but when somebody disagrees with an opinion of yours.. and simply 
wishes to state it and leave it be,  they are all of a sudden acting in an "unloving" way and they 

are being "dishonest".. why is the definition of loving always flexible in your favour? 
 

Nope, it’s not the disagreement. I am aware of that and OK with it. It’s the anger, judgement, 
ridicule that is levelled at me when I made my choice to have this life. I have been treated in a 
way that is harsh simply based on my choice to explore this life and be with AJ. 

 
It is also that nobody is leaving me alone; no one is ‘stating it and leaving it’. 

 
Mum and Dad continue to want to come into my life when they have not dealt with the fact that 
they are angry with AJ nor that they feel that it is OK to disregard my desires that they respect 

him if they want to be a part of my life. By not respecting AJ they are also not respecting my 
choice to be with him. They also don’t seem interested in what I know about AJ – they think 

they know better. 
 
When someone acts in a way that ignores my personal right to say how they may come onto my 

personal property and then says that they love me – there is a contradiction. When someone 
sends me a text that says that they love me, but at the same time continues to act and feel in 

ways that disrespect my right to choose my own life and partner – then there is a contradiction. 
I am allowed to address the contradiction since both the actions and the words have impact on 
our relationship. 

 
Also Josh lets rewind a little. You personally haven’t just stated your opinions to me and left it – 

from memory you have done a great many public and slanderous things with your opinions of 
us. You have also made it clear to me that you believe that I am controlled, manipulated and 
somehow AJ’s puppet. You’ve told me that you think I have gone crazy. And you have never 

been open to me telling you what I actually experience in this life and with AJ. 
 

I respect that what you do is up to you– i.e. its your own will at work and I’m not saying you 
should change what you do. 

 
I am simply saying that I don’t want a relationship with you while you do such things, or justify 
such things. It’s really that simple and all my communications with you and Mum and Dad 

always just address this simple that one point. 
 

It would be my preference that you refrain from making accusations of contradiction of action, 
dishonesty and unloving behaviour if you choose to speak in this way. 
 

I think in this statement you are saying that you would prefer not to hear from me if I am 
saying that you are contradicting your actions, are dishonest or unloving? I certainly won’t be 
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contacting you again unless you contact me. (As I said previously, I was in error including you in 
the communication with Mum anyway. Since you had not initiated any contact with me I feel I 

should have left you alone). However when you do communicate with me, I will respond in 
whatever way I want to. 

 
Josh. 

 
oh and regarding the media, 
 

Media coverage is in the public domain and available to all of us.. 
 

We know exactly how many tv shows you've been on (and what you have said on them.. we've 
even seen outtakes that didn't even make it to air, they were sent to us, we didn't even ask for 
them), how many interviews you have done, how many websites are dedicated to you (and 

what they say), how many news paper articles you have been in, how many 4hr long youtube 
videos AJ has posted of him.. so on and etc.. 

 
There is no need for you to argue the point and tell us what you have done and said in the 
public domain. Honestly, I can't stop friends and relatives from bringing it to my attention when 

ever you pop up somewhere... I don't mind, it's not a bother.. 
 

I’m not sure why you are telling me this? I don’t keep a track of those kinds of things and I’m 
certainly not bringing them to your attention or expecting you to know. If you want to follow this 
stuff, it doesn’t really interest me. 

 
Dad implied to me that I had somehow caused the newspaper to report that he and Mum were 

bad parents. I simply stated that I had never told that to a journalist, or anyone else for that 
matter. I can’t control, nor want to control, what other people write or do. 
 

but I guess that is good news for you right, you guys are all about promotion and expansion and 
business development right? 

 
Nope, we don’t have a business model or a desire for self promotion. We do believe that what 
we teach has value and so we share it but we certainly don’t seek out the media for this or any 

other purpose. 
 

By the way, where does the money come from to pay for your international plane tickets? 
and do those who contribute the money get to go on the trips too? 
 

All the money we receive comes to us via donations. There is no onus on people to donate to us, 
nor requirement that they do in order to receive time or teachings from us. 

 
We will keep teaching as long as there are donations enough for us to do this. If at sometime 

there aren’t enough then we will stop. I recently stopped doing a group I was doing because the 
donations didn’t cover the expenses incurred to give the group. This is a simple situation of 
covering costs. Both AJ and I have no problem with finding different employment should that 

need arise. 
 

Everyone who donates to us knows how we live and what we do with the money. We are very 
open about it all. In fact you can now view our tax records online. 
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There have been people who have donated to us who have also come on our overseas trips. I’m 
not sure exactly what point you are trying to make with this question so I can only answer it as 

plainly as possible. 
 

Anyway Josh thanks for the opportunity to clarify a few things. I have tried as always to be very 
clear. 

 
I have no expectation that you will come to see things as I do, or change any of your opinions of 
my lifestyle, myself or AJ. I am absolutely OK with you living and believing whatever it is you 

would like to believe about me, Divine Truth and life in general.   
 

Please be assured that I won’t contact you again unless you initiate it. 
 
I do sincerely wish you all the best in whatever you choose for your life. 

 
Mary 

 
 
5 December 2012 14:37 

Hosway <hosway@gmail.com>   
To: Mary <mary@divinetruth.com> 

Cc: Dan and Marilyn Luck <capitallucks@hotmail.com> 
Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 
 

Mary, 
 

Thanks for the response. 
 
I now know that, as far as I can see it, and using your logic, it is ok and not unloving for me to 

think you guys are forming a cult and/or taking advantage of people for your own ends. 
The evidence of this is your continual unloving and controlling behaviours towards others. 

 
You have confirmed for yourself and myself (but I have known all along anyway) that there is 
nothing unloving or offensive about my opinions regarding your actions. 

 
I do not feel that you have resolved or addressed any of my concerns regarding your 

mistreatment or unloving behaviour of others including myself, and the people I choose to love 
the most. 
 

I will speak openly to whoever I like on whatever topic and I know I do not deserve to be 
treated in an unloving way (or prevented from doing so) as a result, not by you or by anybody 

in your organisation. 
 

Any attempt by you to control me will be an unloving action. 
 
It is my right to honour my own experience.. It's my choice because it's my life, and there is no 

problem with that.. 
 

It distresses and saddens me that you have been continually acting in an unloving way towards 
me by trying to control my behaviour when I have only ever acted out of love. 
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There has never been anything untoward about my actions or the actions of our parents in 
relation to your life choices. You have continually tried to imply that there has been, which is 

sad, unloving and controlling. 
 

Yourself and AJ have acted continually in an unloving way towards me and have used deceit and 
bullying to vilify me and those that I love the most. 

 
By your reasoning and logic, my opinions should not be considered as accusations, which is 
great, because they are not accusations, they are facts.. and by your assertions, it is irrelevant 

anyway. 
 

Josh. 
 
 

6 December 2012 08:59 
Mary <mary@divinetruth.com>   

To: Hosway <hosway@gmail.com> 
Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 
 

Mary, 
 

Thanks for the response. 
 
I now know that, as far as I can see it, and using your logic, it is ok and not unloving for me to 

think you guys are forming a cult and/or taking advantage of people for your own ends. 
The evidence of this is your continual unloving and controlling behaviours towards others. 

 
G'day Josh, I’ll be honest. I’m not following you in most of this email. I think (?) that you have 
written something based on what you think is my logic – but you are not using my logic and to 

me what you have written is very hard to follow. 
 

However in response: 
 
I fail to see how I control others. You would need to give me some evidence of this. 

 
I haven't had any contact with you for nearly four years so it’s pretty hard for me to see how I 

have been controlling you. 
 
I certainly don’t control people in my day to day life. And I have made no attempt to control you 

or Mum and Dad as I haven’t had in-person contact with you for about four years, and in our 
other communications I have only reflected my conditions for having you in my life. This is not 

control, its actually setting healthy boundaries with people who choose to maintain rage and 
judgement. 

 
As far as your assertions that we are forming a cult, and controlling others 
 

1. How would you know since you haven’t been involved my life for four years? 
 

2. All AJ and I do is present information to others in free seminars which are all recorded and 
placed in the public domain. Anyone can leave at any time and there are no conditions for them 
to adhere to in order to be in attendance, apart from the basic requirement that they don’t 

resort to verbal or physical abuse. (Again, this is not control, but healthy boundary setting). We 
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have no method of controlling or manipulating them since we have little to do with their day to 
day lives. 

 
So your accusations are false, and you have no direct evidence for this, except perhaps the 

heresay of others. 
 

You have confirmed for yourself and myself (but I have known all along anyway) that there is 
nothing unloving or offensive about my opinions regarding your actions. 
 

Nope, I definitely didn’t say that your actions weren’t unloving or offensive. 
 

I just said that you are free to do it and I wouldn’t try to stop you doing it. Isn’t that the 
opposite of control? 
 

I do not feel that you have resolved or addressed any of my concerns regarding your 
mistreatment or unloving behaviour of others including myself, and the people I choose to love 

the most. 
 
I answered every point that you just raised in your email in detail. (I believe you said I use too 

many words?) If there are more concerns you have you would need to tell me them so that I 
can address them. 

 
I can’t see how I have ever been unloving towards you. (Again, you would need to give me 
some examples of this). 

 
You have however slandered me and my partner on the internet and called us various names, 

sworn at us and attacked our character. I have not done these same things to you. I have only 
said that I wouldn’t have anything to do with you while you do these things. 
 

I will speak openly to whoever I like on whatever topic and I know I do not deserve to be 
treated in an unloving way (or prevented from doing so) as a result, not by you or by anybody 

in your organisation. 
 
Firstly, we don’t have an organisation of people who act on our behalf or try to control others. AJ 

and I are the only members of our organisation called Divine Truth. 
 

I have never tried to stop you talking about any topic. In fact I just finished writing to you 
yesterday that I would never do that and I respect your right to do whatever you choose, just as 
I will do whatever I feel is ethical and right. 

 
I don’t believe that your past behaviour has been ethical or right but I do respect that you can 

do whatever you want. I have examined at length my own conduct with my family and I have 
concluded that all I have done is point out (initially with some protest) the unkind and unloving 

behaviour of all of you. This had no change on your behaviour and so I decided not to spend 
time with you guys anymore. 
 

I don’t treat you in an unloving way. In fact I am taking time to calmly, clearly and rationally 
respond to what you have written. This is a way of showing my respect for your thoughts and 

feelings. I can respect you even if I don’t agree with you. You and Mum and Dad have quite 
obviously struggled with this. 
 

I have never tried to punish you or in any way attack you for your previous actions attacking me 
and AJ on the internet. 
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Any attempt by you to control me will be an unloving action. 

 
I agree wholeheartedly. 

 
It is my right to honour my own experience.. It's my choice because it's my life, and there is no 

problem with that.. 
 
The only problem to arise would eventually be between you and your conscience if you choose 

to act in a way that is cruel, deceitful, spreading lies, abusive etc. 
 

The fact is that you (or I) are able to lie, attack, slander etc. That is free will in action. If any of 
us do those things however they are unkind and unloving actions. 
 

In the past you have intentionally falsified the truth about AJ and I and while I am saying to you 
that I won’t stop or in any way attempt to control you doing that, I am not saying that those 

actions are right, ethical or loving. 
 
 

It distresses and saddens me that you have been continually acting in an unloving way towards 
me by trying to control my behaviour when I have only ever acted out of love. 

 
Sorry Josh, you’ve lost me again. You would have to give me some examples of what you mean 
because since I haven’t seen you or spoken to you for a very long time I can’t see how I have 

been continually doing anything to you. Apart from one phone conversation with you when you 
first started your attacks on the internet, when I (in shock) asked you what on earth you were 

doing and why you were doing it, I have never spoken in person to you about your actions 
which were unloving and attacking. I have referenced them in emails when you have contacted 
me and abused me. I have a record of those emails that you have sent me – if you would like 

me to refresh your memory I can send them to you. 
 

Your actions to spread vicious lies about me have actually led to widespread mis-understandings 
of my relationship with AJ and the teachings of Divine Truth. This is unloving and in many ways, 
is an attempt to control what I do, my relationship with AJ and the spread of Divine Truth on the 

planet. It has also led to other people feeling justified in their attack of us. I am clear that these 
are not acts of love Josh. It’s OK with me if you disagree but as I have stated previously I don’t 

wish to partake in relationships where this kind of behaviour is viewed as loving. 
 
There has never been anything untoward about my actions or the actions of our parents in 

relation to your life choices. You have continually tried to imply that there has been, which is 
sad, unloving and controlling. 

 
Josh, you led a very public and vicious slander campaign against us on the internet. That was 

untoward. I have outlined to both Mum and Dad very specifically how their actions have been 
unloving in relation to my life choices. But briefly: 
 

- They continue to reject my partner; they perceive that he has harmed them in some way 
when all that he did about four years ago was say to them that their treatment of me was 

not loving. 
 
- They continue to perceive that he is controlling me when there is a lot of evidence to the 

contrary. They do not wish to change their viewpoint, they wish to continue in a rage 
towards AJ and justify this stance. This indeed feels untoward, and at the very least it is not 
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conditions under which I can have a relationship with them. I have made no attempt to 
control this viewpoint of theirs, I have simply left their lives. I respect that they are able to 

have their own opinions and make their own decisions. After the first year I stopped trying 
to provide evidence to them that their viewpoint was incorrect and have instead grieved the 

loss of my relationship with them. I have not tried to change their mind or control them in 
any way. They have attempted to change my mind and at those times I told them I hear 

you but I disagree. Any communication I have had with them in the past three years has 
been at their instigation and their lack of respect in honouring my desire to only be 
contacted when they have a sincere desire to address the problems that I have raised. 

 
- They have told other family members of their viewpoints. In some cases they have actively 

sought out family and friends in order to tell them of their supposed grievance with AJ. 
Some of those people have then brought pressure to bear on me – not understanding the 
full story at all. This pressure is an attempt to control. I have done nothing similar to this. I 

have told very few people of my issues with my family and I have certainly never sought 
out family or friends to specifically tell them my story. I have actually been uninvited from 

family events as a result of their actions. In the past I have only spoken of these things 
when asked and certainly never with the motive that someone else should act on my behalf 
in these matters or to change my parent’s behaviour. 

 
Yourself and AJ have acted continually in an unloving way towards me and have used deceit and 

bullying to vilify me and those that I love the most. 
 
Yep, again I am going to need examples of the bullying and vilification because I have no idea 

what you are referring to. We simply have not done these things. 
 

By your reasoning and logic, my opinions should not be considered as accusations, which is 
great, because they are not accusations, they are facts.. and by your assertions, it is irrelevant 
anyway. 

 
There is a difference between opinions and facts. But again I’m not following any logic in what 

you are saying. What is it you are trying to say to me? 
 
Very simply you have been lying about us and abusing us (this is evidenced in emails and public 

internet forums), Mum and Dad have also taken very specific actions which can be evidenced. In 
my communications with them I have referred to these actions and words – this is not 

accusation, this is relaying facts. Each of you is free to have your own opinions about why you 
did those things, I don’t have to agree with your opinions, nor you with mine. 
 

You have not relayed any fact to me about ways that we have supposedly harmed you – its all 
just innuendo. 

 
We are all free to have opinions, this does not make them fact. Some things are fact, some are 

opinion. But again this is sounding very philosophical and I’m not sure exactly what point you 
are trying to make here. 
 

I think you are trying to say that you have only ever told the truth about me – then this is a lie. 
I can’t really say more than that. 

 
Josh. 
 

Josh, 
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It seems to me that all of your viciousness began when I decided to cease having a relationship 
with Mum and Dad because of their treatment of AJ and I. It’s hard to follow now what your 

grievances with me or AJ are since we don’t have anything to do with you. Anytime there has 
been any contact with you in the past you have just resorted to name calling and character 

attacks without being specific about any supposed action or grievance that you personally have 
had to endure at our hands. This email is more of the same. 

 
AJ has spend maybe two hours in one on one conversation with you in your life. During this two- 
four hours. On both occasions he purchased you a meal, and discussion centred largely around 

you and your life including topics such as music and your band. He made no attempt to discuss 
Divine Truth with you at all. It’s sort of mystifying what you are so upset about except that it 

seems that you have a large issue with me setting boundaries with Mum, Dad and you about 
how you treat me. 
 

You all seem to think that I have done that because AJ told me to, when actually I had to take 
action in order to love myself enough to say no poor treatment. That has been my only issue all 

along. AJ’s only issue with you guys has been with how you treat me. It’s all pretty clear and 
simple to me. 
 

 
6 December 2012 11:06 

Hosway <hosway@gmail.com>  
To: Mary <mary@divinetruth.com> 
Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 

 
Mary and AJ, 

 
I didnt actually ask any questions that time, so I wasn't actually expecting a response. You are 
of course free to do as you wish, but to be fair to you, I should let you know that I didnt read 

that one. I'm not likely to read any more responses from you in relation to the exchange we 
have had over the last couple of days. It's not a throwing of arms up the air situation, just a 

point where I have recieved a clear message, yes you are being clear, and I have no desire to 
continue right now. 
 

I come from a loving place, but I don't need to say that to you because Im not trying to 
convince you of it. 

I know it for my sake, which is positive and powerful. Niether of you have any power to dictate 
to me how I feel or project onto me how you think I am motivated. 
 

There is no need for you to try and explain your lifestyle or beliefs to me any further, as if I 
don't understand. The way that your organisation works makes your views and philosophies 

very available in the public domain (unless there are other details that you guys try to withold.. 
which would kinda be against your asseritons that you adhere to a transparency policy). I 

haven't counted, but I'd be surprised if there isn't hundreds of hours of footage and audio of 
interviews and presentations of both of you explaining in great detail the ins and outs of your 
beliefs. I can and have browsed and listened to so so much of it in my own time. 

 
Mary, so many of your opinions and projections about what you think motivates your family, you 

have put into the public domain. These are your opinions only and not endorsed by anybody 
except you (and maybe AJ and other members of your organisation too, but lets give you the 
benefit of the doubt). That is ok, but it merely represents your opinions and it is not the truth by 

default. Your blog is an example, but obviously it is not the only example. 
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It is a double standard for you to try and prevent me from expressing to third parties my 
opinions regarding what motivates you. You choose to label it slander, when you are doing 

exactly the same thing. I will continue to speak freely and I would appreciate it if you would 
allow me to do so without harassing me. Of course if you choose to ignore my preference, you 

will be excersizing your free will, I'm ok with that... and that would just kinda be business as 
usual anyway :) 

 
I trust that this time you undertstand. 
 

Josh. 
 

 
6 December 2012 12:57 
Mary <mary@divinetruth.com>  

To: Hosway <hosway@gmail.com> 
Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 

 
No problem to cease communications Josh. 
 

By now it is commonplace that you make accusations without having any evidence for them. 
 

I have never tried to prevent you from speaking lies about us. I told you your actions are 
slanderous because as per the definition: 
"to make false and damaging statements about (someone)." this is what you have done. This is 

not an attempt to control merely a statement of fact. As I stated previously I do actually have 
evidence that you have made false claims about us, and your intent for your statements to be 

damaging is not hidden by you yourself. 
 
I have only written in a sincere attempt to be respectful and honest with you. I still feel that it is 

possible to resolve the issues between us but you need to want to do that as much as I do. 
When you just make statements without evidencing them its pretty hard to have a dialogue 

about them. 
 
I won't write again. 

 
Mary 

 
 
6 December 2012 15:29 

Hosway <hosway@gmail.com>   
To: Mary <mary@divinetruth.com> 

Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 
 

I'm happy to resolve issues Mary, never said I wasn't.. but like you say.. it has to be mutual.. 
not a game of one-up-manship (if that is how you spell it).. which it seems is the game you 
guys play.. it is a tactic to frustrate others into saying things that you then conveniently point at 

as anger. This may be subconcious for you Mary.. but I don't believe it is for AJ.. I believe I 
have seen him do it.. (but as I know that statement will anger you.. lets not talk about my 

opinions). 
 
Resolutions cannot be made under rigid conditions where you place an expectation on others to 

accept unconditionally your pre-concieved assessment of the situation.. and then the 
expectation that others should adhere absolutely to only your methods of resolution.. It seems 
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you have placed yourself in a position where (when dealing with your family) you are free from 
error by default and on a moral higher ground.. (which you claim is a position of self defence or 

your personal freedom or the speaking of your truth.. etc..) and it seems you think it gives you 
licence to judge who is being loving and who is not.. 

I'm sorry, you just don't have that authority.. 
 

Perhaps we should appoint a mediator?.. somebody neutral.. That works for a lot of conflict 
resolution situations. But I suspect the both of you would bluntly refuse anything other than 
your own prescribed methodologies. Perhaps you can prove me wrong? 

 
The evidence is in the projections you make about other people in public forums, the media, 

online and in emails. You consistently accuse people of being unloving, controlling and even 
kidnappers.. (pick your email.. there is evidence in pretty much all of them).. which by the 
definition you have supplied.. is slander. 

Im am trying to help you see.. all the things you say can be said straight back to you.. it is a 
mirror. 

 
I'm sorry that is probably the third way I've tried to articulate it.. 
 

Josh. 
 

 
8 December 2012 12:25 
Mary <mary@divinetruth.com>   

To: Hosway <hosway@gmail.com> 
Bcc: Alan John Miller <alanjohnmiller@gmail.com> 

Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 
 
Hi Josh, 

 
There does seem to be a fundamental point you are missing which is that I am not contacting 

you guys because I have made the decision to not have certain types of behaviour directed 
towards me. When I am contacted, I respond. This is all and I can't see it as one-up-manship at 
all since I have no investment in making you feel less than or to share my opinions. I am simply 

taking the opportunity to point out again what the terms are to have a relationship with me. 
They are (yet again): that you all cease to treat AJ and I with rage, judgement and verbal put 

downs and also that you respect my wishes as to what happens in my own home and my space. 
 
As far as sitting down with an independent third party for some kind of mediation, I am not 

opposed to this idea at all. I have not sought it out though for the following reasons: 
 

1. If you, Mum and Dad don't desire to change your lies, rage, abuse and judgements of AJ and 
I, then I am OK to not have you in my life. I am not invested in you changing. I will have my 

life, you are free to have yours. I have grieved enough to be OK with this outcome. I believe it is 
the most loving for all involved. 
 

It is the three of you who won't leave me alone to have my own life without your interference or 
contact. I have made it very clear on a vast number of occasions the conditions under which I 

would be happy to have relationships with each of you. I see these as ethical - but that really 
isn't the point. As I have stated previously, I do feel empowered to make choices about who is 
in my life and at the moment I don't choose to have relationships with people who berate and 

attack me. Its up to me. 
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This boundary would not change during mediation. So if your goal in mediation is to have me 
change my viewpoint of good ethics or healthy relationship boundaries (and just decide you 

have all acted reasonably) then this is a pointless endeavour since I would not change these 
ideas. I have considered them long and well and I am happy with the current guidelines and 

morals I use to direct my life. 
 

Perhaps this would not be your goal and under those circumstances I would be open to 
discussion (however your email exchanges don't seem to indicate this desire). 
 

2. For any kind of mediation to be successful it is necessary for all parties to be able to speak 
clearly about the issues raised. The three of you continually ignore the issues I raise with you, 

while at the same time not actually raising any yourself in a clear or succinct manner. In your 
last few emails you have made some accusations but you have not given me any examples of 
what you are referring to. I am sure to always give examples in my communications with Mum 

and Dad so that they can be clear about what I am speaking about. 
 

The history of my communications with Mum and Dad follow this pattern: 
 
They (and you) ignore, i.e. make no direct reference to or response to, any issue I raise. When I 

raise simple issues with them I am met with either character attacks on AJ or myself (which 
actually avoids the point). 

 
Then if some time passes without any contact I receive platitudes of love. At these times, when 
I then raise the prior issue or attacks I am either ignored or receive further attacks. An example 

would be from my last exchange with Dad, his response to my words were 'Blah, blah, blah' and 
his character attack 'if you become half the woman your mother is you will be doing well' 

coupled with a complete lack of response to the actually points I raised which included as 
examples: Mum's ignoring my request to not come to my home while still in a state of rage with 
AJ, my previous communications about how to handle possessions left at their home and many 

other things. 
 

This indicates that none of you are able to actually discuss the issues at hand. Unless you can do 
this it is logical to deduct that mediation can go nowhere. 
 

Similarly all three of you never raise any actual issues with me. You just make assertions that 
you can't explain or reason about logically. Then you tell me that I don't see your point of view 

or don't listen. This is evidenced yet again in my most recent exchange with Mum and Dad 
where Mum told me that I don't see her point of view, and Dad told me that I don't listen and 
likely never have. 

 
Your point of view seems to be (and again basing this on many phone, in-person, and email 

interactions with each of you) that 'AJ is a .... (insert insult or swearword here) and I am 
'deluded', 'controlled', or 'manipulated' and 'throwing my life away' and that anything I say to 

you guys is 'just AJ speaking'. (Words in '...' are direct quotes) 
 
I hear your point of view (which is actually lies), and I disagree with you. 

 
If mediation were to involve more of the same sort of dismissive and false statements from all 

of you then it would be pointless since I will hear you, calmly disagree and then leave the 
sesion. 
 

Again, I am not invested in you agreeing with me. I am just not going to have a relationship 
with you while you hold these opinions of us. 
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I actually know more about these issues i.e. AJ's character and my mental state than any of you 

do since I have examined both things very closely and you guys haven't even seen either of us 
for years. I could go on but I know that you are quite conscious of the word count. 

 
3. During mediation if I was verbally attacked or AJ were called names or verbally attacked, I 

would leave immediately. It is possible to have an adult discussion of a difference of opinion 
without resorting to immature behaviour. I have listened to each of you verbally deride AJ and I 
long enough. Again, I have heard you and I disagree and I won't be putting myself in more 

situations where I have to endure this kind of abuse anymore. 
 

So, simply, if you can agree to these three conditions and pay for the mediator, then I would 
certainly attend. 
 

Lastly Josh, I think that its a cop out to imply that I am using some kind of 'cult speak or 
mentality' on you. I believe that I make rational statements in my correspondence with you and 

any sound psychologist endorses things like self respect, boundaries and the goal of loving 
relationships. I do know that since I have training in psychology and family dynamics and have 
worked with many professionals in that field. 

 
I know that the written word is very open to interpretation through emotions of the reader and 

often when I am direct I believe you interpret this as me having some kind of anger. Its not the 
case, I have simply learned to be direct because I want to be very clear about what I mean. I 
can honestly tell you that I am not angry in this exchange. I have simply resolved to make 

decisions which support my own self respect and healthy boundaries in relationships. 
 

I am though very tired of the three of you making false claims about what has occurred in my 
relationship with you, casting all kinds of innuendo about us in your personal relationships with 
others and generally making out that AJ is a horrible human being. 

 
Since you have been very public in your abuse of truth and slander of us, I am considering 

becoming just as public about the truth of what has actually transpired. 
 
Mary 

 
 

9 December 2012 22:51 
Hosway <hosway@gmail.com>  
To: Mary <mary@divinetruth.com> 

Subject: Response to your letters & delivery 
 

I knew suggestion of mediation would get a vigorous negative response.. because really you 
aren't interested in resolution... you are actually more interested in thinking of clever ways to 

justify your situationally driven need to push us away. Ceasing the relationships is the easy 
option for you going forward (because AJ has you convinced we are the boogey man) and that is 
why you are pushing so hard for separation.. 

 
It means you dont have to deal with anything and you can still feel righteous in your power 

position.. I think it is a bit transparent.. 
 
and you overdramatise things so much.. I don't think anybody is 'raging'... that's just silly :) 
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You go to so much effort, sometimes I think you are just trying to convince yourself of what you 
are saying rather than me or anybody else. 

 
The point about things being a mirror for you is valid Mary.. 

 
and yep.. 'go public' If you want.. gee wiz, was that a threat? 

 
I'm not worried about what you might say about me.. I'm not a liar.. and you calling me one in 
some public forum won't convince people that I am.  Unlike you guys, I don't have a 

(questionable) organisation to protect. What do I have to fear? 
 

 

Mary's Comment 
 
I felt it was pointless to respond any more, since all of the issues that I raised have still not 

been addressed, and there is no intention in any of my family to address them. 
 


